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Povzetek
Namen mezoskalnih modelov za numerično napovedovanje vremena je analiza in napoved kompleksnih atmosferskih procesov, ki zajemajo prostorske
skale med enim in nekaj sto kilometrov. Na teh skalah postane divergenca
primerljiva ali celo prevladuje nad vrtinčnostjo. Kljub znatnemu napredku v
mezoskalnem numeričnem napovedovanju vremena v zadnjih letih pa ostaja
divergentna komponenta mezoskalnih dinamičnih procesov slabo določljiva tako
v opazovanjih kot v modelih za napovedovanje. Divergenca ni prognostična
spremenljivka, potrebno jo je izračunati iz komponent vetra. V nasprotju z
globalnimi modeli pa predstavljajo v modelih za omejeno območje neperiodični
robni pogoji oviro pri izračunu divergence. Ta disertacija obravnava vprašanja,
povezana z izračunom kinetične energije divergentne komponente toka v modelih za omejeno območje s poudarkom na spektralnem modelu ALADIN, ki se
operativno uporablja v številnih državah vključno s Slovenijo.
Analiza prostorske porazdelitve kinetične energije, povezane z divergentno
komponento toka, je narejena z uporabo spektrov kinetične energije divergentne
in rotacijske komponente toka. Ker izračun spektrov nad omejenim območjem
zaradi neperiodičnih robov domene ni enostavna naloga, so vplivi različnih
metod za periodizacijo preverjeni najprej na primeru modela ALADIN in nato
še na simuliranih poljih v idealiziranem okolju.
Rezultati kažejo, da je približno 50% kinetične energije v ALADIN-ovi prosti
troposferi na skalah pod 300 km povezane z divergentno komponento toka.
Ta delež ob zmanjševanju skale še narašča, tja do efektivne ločljivosti modela
pri 7∆x ( 30 km). Vertikalna porazdelitev prispevka energije divergentne
komponente pokaže maksimum v planetarni mejni plasti tik ob tleh ( 80%
celotne kinetične energije), drugi maksimum se pojavi v srednji troposferi,
absolutni maksimum ( 90%) pa je dosežen v stratosferi.
V večini troposfere je spekter kinetične energije pri velikostnih redih 100 km
in manj dobro opisan z naklonom K 5{3 , v planetarni mejni plasti pa je ta
naklon manjši. Na vseh nivojih ima spekter energije divergentne komponente
toka manjši naklon v primerjavi z rotacijsko komponento in razlika med njima
narašča z večanjem horizontalne skale.
Pri kvantifikaciji kinetične energije divergentne komponente toka v modelu ALADIN sta primerjani dve metodi periodizacije: metoda območja biperiodizacije,
ki je običajna metoda v ALADIN-u, in metoda odstranitve trenda. Primerjava
kaže, da čeprav območje biperiodizacije vpliva na obliko spektra pri skalah
nad približno 50 km, je v povprečju prispevek kinetične energije divergentne

komponente mezoskalnega toka pri obeh metodah zelo podoben.
Problem zagotovitve periodičnih robnih pogojev za Fourierevo transformacijo
spremenljivk nad omejenim območjem je nadaljnje raziskan z uporabo enostavnega modela. Obravnavane so metode, ki so v uporabi v modelih ALADIN in
HIRLAM, Boydova metoda, metoda odstranitve trenda in diskretna kosinusna
transformacija. Rezultati kažejo, da se spektri, pridobljeni z zadnjimi tremi
naštetimi metodami, dobro ujemajo z izvirnimi spektri, medtem ko metodi
ALADIN in HIRLAM, ki uporabljata območje biperiodizacije, povzročita dodatno energijo na različnih skalah. Količina in porazdelitev dodatne energije
sta odvisni od velikosti območja biperiodizacije. Ti metodi imata torej omejeno
uporabnost pri analizi naklonov spektrov kinetične energije v modelu in pri
primerjavi modelov z opazovanji.
Nazadnje je predstavljen proces prilagajanja začetnih pogojev na modelske
enačbe (t.i. spin-up) v modelu ALADIN preko spektrov kinetične energije
rotacijske in divergentne komponente toka. Rezultati kažejo, da se proces
prilagajanja odvija hitreje za divergentno komponento. Orografsko siljenje igra
pomembno vlogo pri spremembah spektrov v prvih urah napovedi, še posebej
v planetarni mejni plasti.
Ključne besede: spekter kinetične energije, energija rotacijske komponente
toka, energija divergentne komponente toka, mezoskala, periodizacija, ALADIN,
modeliranje na omejenem območju.
PACS: 92.60.Bh, 92.60.Gn, 92.60.Wc, 02.30.Nw, 47.11.Kb

Abstract
Mesoscale numerical weather prediction models aim to analyse and forecast
complex atmospheric processes on scales between one kilometre and hundreds of
kilometres. On these scales, divergence becomes comparable and even dominant
over vorticity. However, in spite of significant progress in mesoscale numerical
weather prediction in recent years, the divergent component of mesoscale
dynamics remains elusive in both observations and forecast models. Divergence
is not a prognostic variable but needs to be computed from the wind components.
In contrary to the global models, the computation of divergence for limited-area
models is complicated because the domain boundaries are aperiodic. The
present thesis deals with the issues associated with the computation of kinetic
energy belonging to the divergent part of the flow (divergent kinetic energy) in
limited-area models with focus on the spectral limited-area model ALADIN,
which is operationally used in a number of countries including Slovenia.
The scale analysis of the divergent energy distribution is performed by the use of
kinetic energy spectra, split into the rotational and the divergent part. Because
obtaining the spectra over a limited domain is not a straight-forward task due
to non-periodic boundaries, the impacts of several periodization methods are
tested both for the ALADIN model and for simulated fields in an idealized
framework.
The results with ALADIN show that, if averaging across scales smaller than
300 km, about 50% of kinetic energy in the free troposphere is divergent energy.
The percentage of divergent energy increases as the scale decreases, up to
the effective model resolution of 7∆x ( 30 km). The vertical distribution of
divergent energy contribution shows a maximum in the planetary boundary
layer close to the surface ( 80% of the total kinetic energy) and a secondary
maximum in the mid-troposphere while the absolute maximum ( 90%) is
found in the stratosphere.
Through most of the troposphere, the kinetic energy spectrum at scales around
100 km and smaller is reasonably well characterized by the K 5{3 power-law
while in the boundary layer, the spectrum becomes more shallow. At all model
levels, the divergent energy spectra are characterized by shallower slopes than
the rotational energy spectra and the difference increases as the horizontal scale
becomes larger.
The divergent energy quantification in the ALADIN model is compared for
two different periodization methods, the extension zone, which is standardly
used in ALADIN, and the detrending method. The comparison shows that

although the extension zone influences the shape of the spectra at scales above
approximately 50 km, a very similar vertical distribution of mesoscale divergent
energy is obtained for the two methods.
The problem of achieving periodic boundaries for the purpose of spectral
decomposition of variables over a limited area is further investigated through
the use of a simple model. The methods under investigation are the ones
applied in the ALADIN and HIRLAM models, the Boyd method, the detrending
method and the discrete cosine transform. The results show that while the
spectra of the last three methods match the theoretically prescribed spectrum
well, the ALADIN and HIRLAM methods, which use the extension zone for
periodization, introduce additional energy over a variety of scales. The amount
and the distribution of the excessive energy depend on the width of the extension
zone. These methods are therefore of a limited use when studying the slopes of
the model energy spectra and comparing the models with observations.
Last, the spin-up process in ALADIN is presented as viewed through the
rotational and divergent energy spectra. It is shown that the spin-up process
occurs faster for the divergent energy. The orographic forcing plays an important
role in building up the energy spectra during the first hours of the forecast,
especially in the planetary boundary layer.
Keywords: kinetic energy spectrum, rotational energy, divergent energy,
mesoscale, periodization, ALADIN, spectral limited-area modelling.
PACS: 92.60.Bh, 92.60.Gn, 92.60.Wc, 02.30.Nw, 47.11.Kb
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Introduction

1

Setting the scene

1.1

The chaotic nature of weather processes and model errors are two factors that limit
the deterministic predictability of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
To understand the problem of predictability we need a credible description of the
meteorological processes at different spatial scales and their interactions. Global
weather forecasts are on average currently useful for about one week in advance
(e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2005). Compared to typical conditions at synoptic scales
(1000 km), the predictability of mesoscale (1–100 km) processes is markedly
lower, since the model errors on average increase fastest at the smallest scales
(e.g. Tribbia and Baumhefner, 2004).
On the other hand, there is an ever-growing demand from the public and numerous
economy sectors for more precise weather forecasts of high spatial and temporal
resolution. Moreover, the climate change poses an additional challenge to provide
high-resolution predictions for much longer time scales which serve as input to
hydrological models, agricultural studies etc. The preparation of high-quality
products requires models with high temporal and spatial resolution, which are
computationally extremely demanding. Increasing the models’ resolution therefore
brings us to the limit when such simulations are technically executable only over
a limited domain. The formulation of models for limited area, including their
initial and lateral boundary conditions, is therefore a lasting challenge as a perfect
solution of the limited-area problem is not available. An additional problem to
the limited-area modelling is the model initialization. Depending on the method
applied and observations available, many models suffer from the so-called spin-up
process during the first forecast hours. During this process, the initial state is
adjusted to the model physics and numerics (Daley, 1991).
At the same time, our understanding of atmospheric processes on the mesoscale
and smaller scales is limited. One of the reasons is the lack of observations at
very high resolution, in particular wind observations in the lower troposphere.
Our fundamental understanding of atmospheric dynamics, based on the quasigeostrophic theory, although applicable for the synoptic scales, does not work well
for the mesoscale. Here, numerous ageostrophic and non-hydrostatic processes
(e.g. convection) take place. Understanding their dynamics requires taking
equally into account both vorticity and divergence, i.e. both quasi-geostrophic
15

and inertio-gravity motions (Kalnay, 2003).
The initial motivation for this thesis was related to this problem. Namely, we
have addressed the following question: how is atmospheric energy distributed
between the divergent and rotational motions on the mesoscale?
Addressing this question in an operational limited-area model (LAM) has posed
several challenges and these are explored in depth. In particular, the thesis
addresses one of major issues in the formulation of the spectral LAMs: the problem
of periodization of the generally non-periodic limited-area fields. The thesis as
whole contributes to the mesoscale numerical weather prediction, especially to the
spectral limited-area modelling and the applied ALADIN (Aire Limitée Adaptation
dynamique Développement InterNational) model, which is the operational NWP
model at the national meteorological service.
The thesis is structured as follows: In the remainder of this chapter I will
first discuss the broad framework of the thesis research – the fundamentals of
atmospheric dynamics and how we understand it as a scale-dependent process.
The complexity of the prediction problem makes it possible to address it only
numerically and I will briefly introduce numerical models before focusing on the
spectral LAM and the ALADIN model. At the end of the chapter, the research
questions will be explicitly formulated.
Chapter 2 presents the applied methodology. The employed model ALADIN
is discussed as well as the procedure of computing the kinetic energy spectra
in the limited-area model. The problem of periodization is discussed and an
alternative method for scale analysis, which avoids the periodicity issue and
spectral decomposition, is presented.
Chapter 3 contains the analysis of the kinetic energy spectra in ALADIN using
two different procedures to obtain the spectra. This chapter addresses the central
question of the thesis, the quantification of kinetic energy, belonging to the
divergent part of flow, in total kinetic energy with respect to scale and altitude.
Chapter 4 further explores the questions raised in Chapter 3 related to the impact
of the periodization techniques on the kinetic energy spectra of the limited-area
model. This is performed by a simple but elegant tool, based on an idealised
framework. The results are discussed with reference to the results from Chapter 3,
the state-of-the-art NWP model.
The differences in the spin-up process of kinetic energy, related to divergent
motions, and kinetic energy, related to rotational motions, are shown in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 states the main conclusions of the thesis and provides some
guidelines for future work.
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Background

1.2

The fundamentals of atmospheric dynamics

1.2.1

Governing equations
The atmospheric air is a mixture of various gases and thus of discrete molecular
nature. To describe the weather related motions in the atmosphere, however,
this nature can be ignored and the atmosphere can be regarded as a continuous
fluid medium (continuum). The various physical quantities that describe the
properties of the atmosphere and their derivatives are taken to be continuous
functions of space and time (Holton, 1992).
The atmospheric processes cover a wide span of space and time scales. Some of
these processes are shown in Fig. 1.1. We will use the scale definitions, presented
in this figure, throughout the thesis. The synoptic scale (in this figure included
in the large scale) refers to scales of an order of a 1000 km. These include
processes such as troughs, ridges, highs and lows. The mesoscale ranges from a
few kilometres to several hundred kilometres, the scales of the processes such as
sea breezes, convective complexes and downslope winds.

Figure 1.1: A schematic illustration of the relationship between atmospheric scale and
timescale. From www.ecmwf.int.

The basic physical laws that describe the motions of the atmosphere can be
written in terms of partial differential equations (Holton, 1992). The following
equations compose the fundamental set of thermodynamic and fluid mechanics
17

laws that govern the motions of the atmosphere:
dv
dt

  ρ1 ∇p  2Ω  v
dρ
dt
dT
dt

g

Fr

 ρ∇  v

 ρc1

dp
p dt

1 dQ
mcp dt

p  ρRT

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

Here d denotes the total derivative, v is the wind vector, t is time, ρ is air density,
p is pressure, ∇ is the gradient operator, g is the gravity, Ω is the angular velocity
of the Earth, Fr is frictional force, T is air temperature, cp is specific heat of air
at constant pressure, m is mass, Q is heat and R is the specific gas constant for
air. These equations follow from three basic physical principles: conservation
of momentum (Eqn. 1.1), conservation of mass (Eqn. 1.2) and conservation of
energy (Eqn. 1.3). Equation 1.4 is the equation of state of an ideal gas. The
frictional force in Eqn. 1.1 represents both the viscous force and the turbulent
friction. The viscous force is comparable to other terms in the equation only in a
thin layer close to the surface; above this layer, the friction is mainly caused by
turbulent eddies (Holton, 1992).

The equation of motion Of our main interest is the equation of motion
(Eqn. 1.2), named also the Navier-Stokes equation. This equation describes all
types and scales of atmospheric motions, from sound waves to planetary-scale
winds. Expanding the Eqn. 1.1 into its scalar components in spherical coordinates
we obtain:
du
dt

uw
1 Bp


2Ωv sin ϕ  2Ωw cos ϕ Frx
a
ρ Bx
dv u2 tan ϕ vw
1 Bp



 2Ωu sin ϕ Fry
dt
a
a
ρ By
dw u2 v 2
1 Bp



 g 2Ωu cos ϕ Frz .
dt
a
ρ Bz

ϕ
 uv tan
a

(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)

Here x, y and z are eastward, northward and upward coordinates, respectively, B
denotes the partial derivative, u, v and w are the wind vector components in x, y
and z directions, respectively, a is the radius of the Earth, ϕ is latitude, Frx , Fry
and Frz are the components of the frictional force and g is gravity.
18

Scaling the equations of motion The equations of motion describe the
atmospheric motions on all scales. It is therefore desirable to determine whether
some terms in the equation are of negligible importance for the scales of interest.
This can be done by scale analysis of the equations (i.e. scaling), which estimates
the magnitudes of various terms by using typical values of the quantities in the
equation. For mid-latitude synoptic systems these values are:

 10 m{s (horizontal velocity scale)
w  1 cm{s (vertical velocity scale)
L  106 m (length scale)
H  104 m (depth scale)
δP {ρ  103 m2 {s2 (horizontal pressure fluctuation scale)
L{v  105 s (time scale)
d{dt  v {L (total differential operator) .

• u, v
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scaling these equations for synoptic scales filters out all waves, allowed by Eqn. 1.1,
except the Rossby waves (Holton, 1992). By comparing the acceleration and
the Coriolis force terms we obtain a measure of how close is the motion to the
geostrophic flow; the ratio between the two terms is called the Rossby number:
v 2 {L
f0 v

 fvL  Ro.

(1.8)

0

Here f0 denotes the Coriolis parameter at latitude ϕ0  45 deg, f
synoptic scales, Rossby number is approximately 0.1.

 2Ω sin ϕ. For

Decomposition of the flow
Following the Helmholtz decomposition,
v  ∇χ

k  ∇ψ,

(1.9)

the velocity field can be resolved into an irrotational (curl-free) and a solenoidal
(divergence-free) vector field. For a two-dimensional velocity field the divergencefree part can be expressed in terms of a streamfunction ψ:
vψ
for which ∇  vψ

 k  ∇ψ,

(1.10)

 0. The curl-free part can be expressed as velocity potential χ:
vχ  ∇χ,
(1.11)
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for which ∇  vχ  0. The rotational wind component is parallel to the streamfunction isolines and its speed is proportional to the streamfunction gradient.
The divergent wind flows out from the low velocity potential and its speed is
proportional to the velocity potential gradient.
Vorticity is defined as the curl of the velocity. On synoptic scales, the flow is
quasi-horizontal and the vertical component of vorticity is dominant:
ζ

 k  ∇  v  BBxv  BBuy .

(1.12)

In terms of streamfunction, vorticity can be written as:
ζ

 ∇2ψ.

(1.13)

The divergence on synoptic scales is defined for the horizontal velocity as:
δ

 ∇  v  BBux BByv ,

(1.14)

or, in terms of velocity potential:
δ

 ∇2χ.

(1.15)

On synoptic scales, divergence is on average an order of magnitude smaller than
the vertical component of vorticity (e.g. Gill, 1982), therefore on synoptic scales
the vorticity is nearly conserved. The ratio between the vorticity and divergence
matches the Rossby number.
Synoptic-scale dynamics in the mid-latitudes
For the mid-latitude synoptic-scale systems the requirements of hydrostatic
and geostrophic balance constrain the baroclinic motions so that to a good
approximation the structure and evolution of the three-dimensional velocity field
are determined by the distribution of geopotential height on isobaric surfaces (e.g.
Holton, 1992). In the simplest case of homogeneous, incompressible, friction-free
horizontal flow, the equations of motion lead to the conservation of absolute
vorticity:
f

ζ

 constant.

(1.16)

Since the individual variation of relative vorticity must match that of the Coriolis
parameter, which does not depend on longitude or time, it follows that
dζ
dt

Bf  βv,
  df


v
dt
By
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(1.17)

where β represents the rate at which the Coriolis parameter increases northward
ϕ
(β  BBfy  RBBfϕ  2Ω cos
) (Rossby and et al., 1939). This equation describes the
R
Rossby waves and provides the simplest model for short-term forecasts of the
free troposphere synoptic scale flow.
If we consider the complete three-dimensional motion equations, the exact vorticity
equation has the following form (Holton, 1992):

d
(ζ
dt

f )   (ζ


f)

Bu Bv    Bw Bv  Bw Bu 
Bx By
Bx Bz By Bz

1
ρ2



Bρ Bp  Bρ Bp  .
Bx By By Bx

(1.18)
This equation states that the rate of change of the absolute vorticity (ζ f ) is
given by the sum of divergence term, tilting/twisting term and solenoidal term.
The scale analysis of this equation shows that for synoptic scales the largest
contribution comes from the divergence term (first term on the right-hand side of
the equation), that is, the change of absolute vorticity of the horizontal flow is approximately balanced by the generation/destruction of vorticity due to horizontal
convergence/divergence (Holton, 1992). The tilting/twisting term (second term
on the right-hand side of the equation) and solenoidal term (third term on the
right-hand side of the equation, expressing generation of vorticity by baroclinicity)
are more important for frontal and mesoscale processes (e.g. orographic influence
on the general flow, supercell storms, diurnal land/sea circulation). Horizontal
divergence and convergence patterns have been successfully employed to explain
dominant circulation systems on the global and synoptic scales.
While on synoptic scales in the mid-latitudes the main feature are quasi-balanced
waves, which make vorticity a key variable for weather prediction, mesoscale
processes include an additional class of waves called the inertio-gravity waves.
They are nearly exclusively built by divergent flow, making divergence an important variable in mesoscale weather forecasting.
Inertio-gravity waves
Inertio-gravity waves (IGW) are fast, short scale oscillations, caused by parcel
displacements in an inertially and gravitationally stable flow (Holton, 1992).
Compared to pure gravity waves, they are lower frequency waves, on which the
rotation of the Earth has a significant influence, therefore the velocity perturbations perpendicular to the direction of propagation are no longer zero (Fritts
and Alexander, 2003). Their horizontal scale ( 200  1000 km) is much larger
than the vertical one ( 1  5 km) and they are observed also at large horizontal
distances from the source.
The IGW sources are not fully understood; however, their generation has been
linked to convection (e.g. Pfister et al., 1986; Karoly et al., 1996), frontogenesis
(e.g. Snyder et al., 1993), interaction with topography (e.g. Nastrom and Fritts,
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1992) and geostrophic adjustment (e.g. Blumen, 1972; O’sullivan and Dunkerton,
1995). Several studies have also demonstrated spontaneous generation of IGWs
from the evolving balanced flow (e.g. Ford, 1994; Williams et al., 2003; Waite and
Snyder, 2009).
The spatial and temporal scales of IGWs are imposed by the properties of the
source. Wave periods vary from about an hour out to the inertial period of
several hours. In cases where the source is elongated in one horizontal direction,
the dominant direction of propagation of the IGWs is normal to the source axis
(Fritts and Alexander, 2003).
The classical way of studying the basic properties of inertio-gravity waves is
through the process of geostrophic adjustment. In this process, caused by the
departures from the quasi-geostrophic balance, the gravity waves adjust the mass
and velocity fields in order for the flow to return to the balanced state. The
affected area is of the order of the Rossby deformation radius, which is (in the
case of shallow-water dynamics) defined as
R  c{f,

(1.19)

where c is the wave speed. At scales small compared to R, the adjustment
process is nearly the same as in a non-rotating system; for scales comparable
to R, however, the Coriolis force becomes as important as the pressure gradient
term and markedly influences the dynamics (Gill, 1982).
It can be argued that the oscillations with short time scale do not significantly
interact with meteorologically significant motions, which generally have long time
scales. Experiments have however shown that this assumption only holds for the
simple models while for the complex models it is much less valid (Daley, 1991).
The IGWs play an important part in the general circulation of the atmosphere
trough transporting and depositing energy and momentum, causing mixing and
generating turbulence (Fritts and Alexander, 2003). Their noticeable impact on
the general circulation has been argued possible to model as stochastic noise (e.g.
Williams et al., 2004).
The traditional approach for the treatment of IGWs was their suppression in
the initial conditions rather than explicit modelling, although numerous studies
indicate their significant role in frontogenesis, tropopause folding, tropospherestratosphere transport, etc (O’sullivan and Dunkerton, 1995). Nowadays, however,
the life cycle of mesoscale processes such as the organized convection is realistically
described by many operational NWP models that are run at the horizontal grid
resolution of a few kilometres; these models also present the IGWs (e.g. Shutts
and Vosper, 2011). Waite and Snyder (2009) showed that a numerical simulation
of an idealised baroclinic wave life cycle produced spontaneous generation of
IGWs and that lower stratospheric kinetic energy is influenced by the vertical
pressure flux divergence associated with vertically propagating IGWs.
Evaluation of the IGWs’ contribution to kinetic energy on synoptic scales can be
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done by the application of the normal-mode functions, which are eigensolutions
of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations. Different eigensolutions correspond
to two classes of basic atmospheric motions, to the inertio-gravity waves and
to balanced flow, which is referred to as Rossby type of motions. Tanaka and
Kimura (1996) reported about 3% of IGW energy in the wave part of the global
motions, while more recent studies by Žagar et al. (2009) and Žagar et al. (2013)
assessed the values around 10%.
In the mesoscale, one would expect an increasing role of the IGWs. However, the
quantification of IWG energy is more difficult for mesoscales. The use of normal
modes is less suitable for limited-area models and the use of global models for this
task is limited by their horizontal resolution. Therefore, researchers have usually
used vorticity/divergence as a substitute for the balanced/inertio-gravity waves.
Even though there is no exact equivalence between divergence and inertio-gravity
flow on the one side and vorticity and quasi-geostrophic flow on the other, in
the mid-latitude mesoscale divergence can be considered as a good proxy for the
inertio-gravity (unbalanced) motions.

Distribution of atmospheric kinetic energy

1.2.2

Total energy of atmospheric air consists of three components: potential energy,
kinetic energy and internal energy. We can obtain the energy equation for an
individual fluid particle by multiplying the equation of motion with wind vector
and including internal energy (Holton, 1992):


d ρv2
ρgz ρcv T  ∇ppvq ρv  Fr ρJ.
(1.20)
dt
2
Here, cv is the specific heat of air at constant volume and J is the rate of heating
owning to radiation, conduction, and latent heat release. The terms of this
equation denote (from left to right): kinetic energy, potential energy, internal
energy, the pressure gradient force, the frictional force and heating.
Of our main interest is atmospheric kinetic energy, which is defined as:
EK

 ρu

2

v2
2

w2

.

(1.21)

Because the vertical component of the wind vector in the free troposphere is
generally much smaller than the horizontal one, the focus will is kinetic energy of
the two-dimensional flow.
The atmosphere displays phenomena on a variety of space and time scales, as
already shown in Fig. 1.1. The general relation between the two scales is that the
larger the space scale of an atmospheric system, the longer its time scale. The
size and duration of the meteorological processes are also closely related to the
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amount of energy they contain. In the analysis of the atmosphere energetics, the
space and time dependency of the phenomena are most easily observed through
spatial and temporal spectra.

Figure 1.2: Temporal spectrum of atmospheric kinetic energy (in km2 {hr2 q in the free
troposphere. Numbers indicate maximum values of kinetic energy at particular periods.
After Vinnichenko (1970).

The temporal spectrum of atmospheric kinetic energy is shown in Fig. 1.2. The
energy peaks at one day and one year are diurnal and annual cycles, the broad
peak between one day and one month corresponds to what we interpret as ’weather’
(e.g. the baroclinic eddies or cyclones in the mid-latitude westerlies) and the peak
at the minute scale is the atmospheric turbulence and convection (Daley, 1991).
Because the spatial distribution of kinetic energy is the main focus of this thesis,
we discuss it in more detail. The spatial dependency can be investigated through
the spectral decomposition of the fields (e.g. Nastrom and Gage, 1985; Errico, 1985;
Skamarock, 2004) or through the use of the structure functions (e.g. Lindborg,
1999; Frehlich and Sharman, 2008). In this chapter we focus on presenting an
overview of the research based on spatial kinetic energy spectra (the spectral
decomposition), because this method has been used far more extensively by the
research community and is also the primary tool of investigation in this study.
When dividing the flow to its rotational and divergent part, we refer to the kinetic
energy of the divergent component as the divergent kinetic energy and to the
kinetic energy of the rotational component as the rotational kinetic energy.
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The kinetic energy spectra based on aircraft observations
The kinetic energy spectra of the atmosphere are of interest to the meteorologists
for two main reasons: one is the understanding of the scale interactions in the
weather systems and the other is the validation of the performance of the NWP
models against observations.

Figure 1.3: Variance power spectra of wind and potential temperature near the
tropopause from GASP aircraft data. The spectra for meridional wind and temperature are shifted one and two decades to the right, respectively; the lines with slopes
3 and 5{3 are entered for comparison. From Nastrom and Gage (1985).

The first kinetic energy spectra, obtained by atmospheric measurements, became
available in the late 1970’s. At first, the data was collected from the radiosonde
stations (e.g. Brown Jr and Robinson, 1979), which only enabled very coarse horizontal resolution and thus the analysis of the spectra only at synoptic scales. The
aircraft measurements provided a much better dataset with horizontal resolution
of only a few kilometres, which encouraged more intensive research of the subject
(e.g. Lilly and Petersen, 1983; Nastrom and Gage, 1983). The best known paper
about kinetic energy spectra from aircraft observations by Nastrom and Gage
(1985) is based on an extensive dataset from commercial aircraft flights, collected
during the Global Atmospheric Sampling Program (GASP).
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Figure 1.4: Log-averaged DWT power spectra of a) velocities and b) potential temperature. Log averages are taken over the entire set of available 1024-s spectra of each
quantity. a) Solid circles show log-averaged spectrum of zonal velocity, solid diamonds
show meridional velocity, and solid triangles show vertical velocity. Short dashed line
shows a 3 slope. Long dashed line shows a 5{3 slope. From Bacmeister et al. (1996).

The data used in Nastrom and Gage (1985) contained more than 6900 flights from
year 1975 to 1979 during all seasons and covering a wide variety of longitudes
and latitudes. The variables measured were temperature and wind; most of the
measurements were made between about 9 and 14 km altitude. For each variable,
the mean and the linear trend were removed and the Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
was applied. The obtained spectra are shown in Fig. 1.3. The authors found that
the spectrum slopes are near -5/3 from the shortest scales up to 300–400 km and
close to 3 at larger scales, for both wind and temperature. The slopes were
independent of latitude, season and location in the troposphere or stratosphere.
Bacmeister et al. (1996) performed a study on data from three National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) aircraft campaigns (73 flights), measuring
horizontal and vertical velocities, potential temperatures, ozone and N2 O mixing
ratios in the mid-stratosphere (about 20 km altitude). The data was recorded in
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several periods between years 1991 and 1994. The measurements were taken on
scales from 400 m to 100 km. The method to produce spectra was the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT). The authors found that for scales smaller than 6–12 km
the horizontal velocity spectra have a slope of about 2.5 while at scales larger
than 12 km their behaviour is somewhere between 1.5 and 2.0 (5{3  1.67),
as shown in Fig. 1.4.

Figure 1.5: Energy spectrum according to Eqn. 1.22, together with the data points given
by Nastrom et al. (1984). Circles: zonal wind power spectrum. Crosses: meridional
wind power spectrum. The x axis shows the wavenumber and the y axis the spectral
density. From Lindborg (1999).

A more recent study by Lindborg (1999) presented the results of the dataset with
5754 airplane flights, recorded in the MOZAIC program (Measurement of Ozone
by Airbus in-service Aircraft) during years 1994 to 1997. He used a different
method for scale analysis of the atmosphere energetics, the structure functions
(described in 2.4). He fitted the obtained spectrum with the following function:
E1 pK q  d1 K 5{3

d2 K 3 ,

(1.22)

where K is the horizontal wavenumber, d1  9.1  104 and d2  3.0  1010 . This
function matches well with the data from Nastrom and Gage (1985) study, as
can be seen in Fig. 1.5. This result confirms the existence of two basic regimes
of atmospheric dynamics, characterized by 3 and 5{3 slopes, which will be
further discussed next.
Theories behind K 3 and K 5{3
We assume that atmospheric energy is distributed among different scales through
non-linear processes. To describe it, we consider the equation for relative vorticity.
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Following Randall (2009) we consider only small-scale three-dimensional motion,
neglect the effects of rotation and use the Boussinesq approximation to express
the equation for relative vorticity of the viscous flow in the following form:


δΘ
dζ
 pζ  ∇qu ∇  g Θ k ν∇2ζ.
(1.23)
dt
0
Here ν is the viscosity and δΘ is the departure of the potential temperature
from the referent background profile, defined as Θ0 . The first term represents
stretching and twisting, the second is the buoyancy term and the last is the
viscous friction term. Compared to the Eqn. 1.18, this equation only includes
the relative vorticity, but in the last term we have added viscous friction to the
consideration. At this point we also introduce the term ’enstrophy’, which is the
squared vorticity. The use of enstrophy for analysis of atmospheric dynamics is
related to its conservation properties. The viscous term is the enstrophy sink and
the stretching term is its source (Randall, 2009).
The ratio of kinetic energy to enstrophy has the units of the length squared:
1 2
v
2
2

ζ

 L2.

(1.24)

This means that as the stretching increases enstrophy without affecting kinetic
energy, it shifts the spectrum of kinetic energy towards shorter scales. The process
is called the kinetic energy cascade.
In a pure two-dimensional flow, however, the stretching term is zero and therefore
enstrophy as well as kinetic energy are conserved. If the flow is frictionless, L is
also conserved, meaning that no cascade is present. When considering also the
viscosity effects, which are most efficient on the small scales, friction dissipates
enstrophy and causes the enstrophy cascade towards smaller scales. Considering
Eqn. 1.24, enstrophy dissipation will increase L – the scale of most energetic eddies
will increase, therefore we will have the kinetic energy anti-cascade (Randall,
2009).
In short, in a three-dimensional flow both kinetic energy and enstrophy cascade
while in a two-dimensional flow, enstrophy cascades and kinetic energy anticascades.
These processes were studied in detail by Fjørtoft (1953) and Charney (1971),
who concluded that although real atmospheric motions are not two-dimensional,
the large scale quasi-geostrophic flow acts much like the above described idealised
two-dimensional flow.
Kolmogorov (1941) theorized that for the locally isotropic turbulence, the rate
of kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass () and the kinematic viscosity (ν)
uniquely determine the turbulence characteristics. The energy flow consists of the
inertial subrange, through which energy only passes (no sources or sinks) and is
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only determined by , and of the viscous subrange, in which energy is dissipated
and  and ν are equally important.
Consistently with the hypothesis about the influence of  in the inertial subrange,
the spectrum of energy (E), expressed as a function of wavenumber (K), should
have the following form:
E pK q  m K n .

(1.25)

E has the units of energy per mass per wavenumber unit, therefore L3 {t2 , and
  L2 {t3 . By making the units in the Eqn. 1.25 match, we find that m  2{3
and n  5{3. The slope of the kinetic energy spectrum in the inertial subrange
of the three-dimensional flow is therefore 5{3. A similar derivation can be done
for the two-dimensional flow with enstrophy dissipation, giving a 3 slope of the
energy spectrum. The derived slope is in the agreement with the spectra from
aircraft measurements, presented above.

The 3 regime is considered quite well understood though the quasi-geostrophic
turbulence theory, presented above, as the two-dimensional inertial range with
enstrophy dissipation. The shift of the spectrum and the 5{3 regime of the
shorter scales, on the other hand, have been among most puzzling research
problems in dynamical meteorology. Based on the direction of the energy cascade,
two main hypotheses exist to explain the phenomenon.
The first follows the Kraichnan’s theory of a two-dimensional turbulence (Kraichnan, 1967), with energy anti-cascading to larger scales (Gage, 1979; Lilly, 1983).
Lilly (1989) further extended the two-dimensional hypothesis to the shorter scales:
besides the energy source at scales shorter than the inertial subrange, he included
an additional source of energy at large scales. The large scale source corresponds
to the baroclinic instability and the one at short scales to convective activity
and shearing instability. The intermediate region in such a case includes both
energy and enstrophy inertial subranges. The existence of such a range has
been demonstrated numerically by Maltrud and Vallis (1991) and analytically
by Lindborg (1999). By analysing the aircraft data with structure functions
Lindborg however concluded that while the 3 slope can be explained by the
two-dimensional turbulence as an enstrophy inertial subrange, this is not the
case for the 5{3 slope, which should not be interpreted as the energy inertial
subrange.
The second hypothesis is in accordance with the Kolmogorov three-dimensional
turbulence, as presented above. This theory includes the energy cascade towards
shorter scales. The cascade could be caused by breaking of long internal gravity
waves to shorter ones in a continuous chain (Dewan, 1979; VanZandt, 1982), by
quasi-geostrophic dynamics (Tung and Orlando, 2003; Tulloch and Shafer Smith,
2009) or by three-dimensional strongly stratified turbulence (Lindborg, 2006).
While idealised studies show that both hypotheses are plausible, the explanation
for the real atmospheric mesoscale regime however remains unclear.
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1.2.3

Numerical modelling of multiscale flow
An overview
The set of equations, presented in the beginning of this chapter (Eqns. 1.1–1.3)
fully describes the atmospheric motions. The time derivatives in these equations
enable their use to predict the future development of weather. Numerical weather
prediction models make use of their discretized versions to project the current
weather situation (the analysis) forward in time.
Two main discretization methods used to solve the equations are the finite
difference method, in which the variables are specified on a grid and the derivatives
are approximated using finite differences, and the spectral method, in which the
spatial variations are represented as series of basis functions, such as Fourier series
or spherical harmonics (Holton, 1992). The first is used by grid-point models and
the other by the spectral models.
The quality of the weather forecast in principle depends on three factors: the
predictability of the current weather regime, the quality of the NWP model and
the quality of the initial conditions, the so-called analysis. While the first factor
comes from the properties of the atmosphere, the second and the third are a
property of the forecasting and data assimilation system and can therefore be
influenced. Gaining new observations of the atmosphere, development of the
model equations and parameterizations and the increasing computational power
of computers are constantly improving the quality of forecasts.
The computational power of the computers presents a limit to the spatial and temporal resolution of the models. The current version of the ECMWF’s (European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) IFS (Integrated Forecast System)
global model is run at about 16 km horizontal resolution with 91 vertical levels.
In order to obtain higher resolution results, for which running a global model
would be computationally too expensive, models over a limited domain are widely
used for numerical weather prediction and climate modelling. A comparison of
the global forecast cycle and the limited-area cycle is shown in Fig. 1.6.

Modelling on limited-area domains
The use of limited-area models arose from the need for an increased model resolution over the desired sub-volume in order to represent the small-scale processes.
First such models emerged in 1970’s. Since then, the development has been rapidly
increasing; nowadays, regional modelling is a widespread activity with its extended
applications also in climate modelling. In Europe, four most known such models
are HIRLAM (High-resolution limited-area model, http://www.hirlam.org), ALADIN (Aire Limitée Adaptation dynamique Développement InterNational, http:
//www.cnrm.meteo.fr/aladin/) and COSMO (Consortium for small-scale mod30

Figure 1.6: Typical global (left) and regional (right) forecast cycles. The main difference
for the regional cycle is that the boundary conditions coming from global forecasts are
an additional requirement for the regional forecasts. After Kalnay (2003).

elling, http://www.cosmo-model.org), each developed by a consortium of several
countries, and UM (Unified Model, http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/
modelling-systems/unified-model), developed by the UK Met Office. Additionally, HARMONIE (HIRLAM-ALADIN Research in Mesoscale Operational
NWP In Europe, http://hirlam.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=
article&id=65&Itemid=102) and AROME models (Application of Research to
Operations at Mesoscale, http://www.cnrm.meteo.fr/arome/) are closely linked
to the development HIRLAM and ALADIN models. In North America, WRF
(Weather Research and Forecasting, http://www.wrf-model.org) model, developed by NCEP, NCAR and meteorological research community, replaced the Eta
model as the operational LAM at NCEP. The WRF model is also used as a teaching and research tool in the Department of Physics at the University of Ljubljana.
Two other well-known models are the MM5 (Fifth generation Penn State/NCAR
Mesoscale Model, http://www.mmm.ucar.edu/mm5) and the GEM-LAM (Global
Environmental Multiscale Limited-Area Model, http://www.gem-model.org),
developed by the Meteorological service of Canada. The horizontal resolution
of regional models nowadays is similar to or smaller than the vertical scales of
motion. The majority of the above mentioned models therefore also include a
non-hydrostatic version.
The introduction of limited-area models brings into focus the definition of lateral
boundaries; the values of prognostic variables at the edges of the computational
grid need to be defined from an external source – a global model or another
limited-area model with a larger domain. The boundaries of the domain provide
information about the large scale circulation in the area, in which the LAM is
nested.
Depending on the type of the formulation of the lateral boundary conditions
(LBCs), the flow of information can be strictly in one direction (one-way nesting)
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or the information about finer scales from the nested model can be fed back
to the global model (two-way interactive nesting). The latter has two possible
approaches: the first is the truly nested model and the second is the global model
with stretched horizontal coordinates (Kalnay, 2003; McDonald, 1997).
The advantages of the one-way nesting are the independent development of the
regional model and the disengaged runs of the host and the nested model; the
main advantage of the two-way nesting is a more accurate solution. While the
interactive nesting provides better results due to continuous interaction between
processes at different scales (e.g. Perkey and Maddox, 1985), for practical reasons
the majority of regional models have one-way nesting (Kalnay, 2003).
The lateral boundaries should have the following properties (Warner, 2011):
• Meteorologically relevant motions should propagate from coarser to finer
grid without significant distortion.
• The boundaries should allow propagation of inertio-gravity waves, especially
of larger waves that significantly affect meteorological features. Shorter
waves may be damped on the outflow, but should not be reflected.
• There should be no artificial dynamic/numerical feedbacks between nested
and the host model.
In practice, the lateral boundaries are chosen pragmatically and their appropriateness is tested numerically. Among several types of ’pragmatic’ boundary
conditions that have been formulated, the most widely used scheme is the Davies
relaxation scheme. Davies (1976) introduced a method for lateral boundary treatment in which the zone by the boundaries is used for relaxation of the interior flow
to the prescribed external flow. In this sponge zone the large scale conditions are
imposed to the model solution through a relaxation term; an enhanced diffusion
prevents internal reflection of waves at the boundaries.
As already mentioned, lateral boundaries also introduce an additional term to
the model error; the sources of LBC error emerge from low resolution of the LBC
data, noise generation at the boundary, physical parameterization inconsistencies
between the host and the nested model etc (Warner, 2011).
The limited-area models which take the initial conditions from the lower resolution
host models, in the first few hours of integration develop the motions on the
scales that the host model does not distinguish. This process is called the spin-up.
However, this process also occurs in models with their own assimilation because
the process of data assimilation does not necessarily prepare initial conditions
which are balanced in the same way as the model forecast. This adaptation of
the initial state to the model equation causes artificial waves which contaminate
the forecasts. The knowledge of intensity and duration of the spin-up process
is therefore of significant importance to the forecasters when making use of the
model outputs.
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Spectral limited-area models
Spectral models transform spatial variations of the variables into a series of
waves (using the Fourier series or the spherical harmonics), where the highest
wavenumber is a measure of the model resolution. The reason one would prefer
spectral models to grid-point models is the computational efficiency and accuracy
of the derivatives. The physical processes however cannot be included in a
spectral model unless the transformation is used. Therefore part of the modelling
is performed in the grid-point and part in the spectral space. The transformation
from and to spectral space takes place in each time step.
In principle, the spectral method is more adequate for global models. The main
obstacle when creating the limited-area spectral model emerges from the fact that
the variables over a limited area are not periodic and therefore not suitable for
application of the Fourier transform. This problem was addressed by Haugen and
Machenhauer (1993) who proposed the use of an extension zone (the so-called
E-zone), a belt of grid points added to the original domain (as demonstrated
in Figs. 1.7 and 2.4), in which the fields are periodized by some extrapolation
procedure.

Figure 1.7: Organization of the computational domain in the spectral limited-area
models ALADIN and HIRLAM.

Spectral limited-area models (SLAMs) emerged in Europe in 1990’s from the
spectral global models. The method proposed by Haugen and Machenhauer
(1993) is still in use in the limited-area models, with the variation of the function
used in the extension zone to create periodicity. An example of spectral limitedarea model is the ALADIN model, applied as the research tool in this thesis,
which in dynamics resembles the ARPEGE (Action de Recherche Petite Echelle
Grande Echelle) spectral global model but has different physical parameterizations,
suitable for mesoscale processes.
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The spectral limited-area model ALADIN
The ALADIN model (Fischer et al., 2005) was designed in 1991 as a limited-area
version of the Météo France global model ARPEGE.
The vertical coordinate is the terrain-following hydrostatic pressure coordinate η
(same as in ARPEGE), defined by the following equation:
ppx, y, η, tq  Apη q

B pη qπ px, y, tq,

(1.26)

where p is the pressure, π is the surface pressure and A and B are the constants,
defined for each model level based on the desired model setup. Its main characteristic is that at the surface the model levels mimic the terrain while at the
top of the atmosphere it becomes a pressure type coordinate. The top boundary
condition is determined by setting the vertical velocity to zero (ω  0), the
so-called ’rigid top’.
The model domain consists of the central area, the relaxation zone and the
extension zone, as shown in Fig. 1.7.
In the relaxation zone, the Davies relaxation scheme is applied to the model
solution to couple it with the boundary conditions, provided by the host model.
The coupling equation for the (one-dimensional) advection equation can be written
as:
Bu c Bu  K pu  ũq,
(1.27)
Bt Bx
where K  K pxq is the relaxation coefficient, which is non-zero only in the
relaxation zone, u is the model solution and ũ is the externally prescribed value.
The relaxation function provides a smooth transition from the nested model
solution at the inner boundary of the relaxation zone to the host model solution
at the outer boundary. The relaxation is performed in the last part of the time
step, after the grid-point calculations. The width of the zone is set to 9 grid
points.
In the extension zone, the fields are periodized using the spline function (in the
more recent versions, the Boyd windowing function can also be selected), followed
by the 9-point smoothing operator (see Section 2.1 for more details). In ALADIN,
the default width of the zone is 11 grid points.
The periodic fields are converted to spectral space by Fourier transform. The
Fourier transform pair for the zonal wind component (u) in ALADIN is defined
as:
!
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where x, y and z define the zonal, meridional and vertical indices in physical
space, k and l are the zonal and meridional wavenumbers and ûzkl is a bi-Fourier
spectral coefficient.
The model uses the elliptic truncation of the bi-Fourier series to provide a uniform
resolution in the x and y directions which means that only the wavenumbers k
and l that satisfy the equation pk {Nk q2 pl{Nl q2 ¤ 1 are considered. Here, Nk
and Nl are the maximal wavenumbers in the zonal and meridional directions,
respectively.
The (numerical) horizontal diffusion in ALADIN model consists of the semiLagrangian horizontal diffusion scheme (SLHD, Váňa et al. (2008)), the fourth
and the sixth order linear (spectral) diffusion. The purpose of the first one is
to represent the horizontal effects of the turbulence and molecular dissipation
acting on smaller scales than the ones resolved by the model (an energy sink)
and to damp as much as acceptable the waves which have lost their predictive
skill. This is done by introducing the non-linearity in the diffusion coefficient by
making it a function of the flow deformation. The purpose of the fourth order
linear diffusion is to allow a proper control of the selectivity near the end of the
resolved spectrum. The sixth order linear diffusion enables an increasing diffusion
near the top of the domain, acting as a progressive sponge layer to prevent wave
reflections at the model top boundary (Váňa et al., 2008).

The kinetic energy spectra in NWP models
The global spectra
By comparing the slope of the NWP model’s kinetic energy spectrum to the one
obtained from aircraft observations (Nastrom and Gage, 1985) we can assess the
information on how well are certain scales resolved, what is the model’s effective
resolution and whether the energy cascade and diffusive processes of the model
have been reasonably well tuned. The calculation of spectra is also needed in the
preparation of the background error statistics for the variational data assimilation
(3D-Var and 4D-Var).
The kinetic energy spectra based on the aircraft observations describe the upper
troposphere and the lower stratosphere and that is why most of studies of the
kinetic energy distribution in NWP and climate models have been focused on the
same region. The analysis of the energy distribution as a function of horizontal
scale has usually been based on global models which describe energy on scales
greater than a hundred km.
Obtaining the spectral coefficients of the global models’ fields is simple because
the fields are by default periodic and thus suited for the transform into spectral
space. The computation of the spectra is especially elegant in the spectral global
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models, where the only task needed to obtain the spectra is the summation of
energy over zonal and meridional wavenumbers belonging to the same global
horizontal wavenumber.
On synoptic scales, the kinetic energy spectra of global models usually match
well the observed atmospheric spectra; the 5{3 regime and the transition to it
are however not that easily captured. Whether the global model can produce a
5{3 spectrum depends greatly on its effective resolution and the description of
the convective processes (the small-scale source of energy). Koshyk and Hamilton
(2001) examined the Geophysical Fluids Dynamics Laboratory SKYHI general
circulation model with horizontal grid space of about 35 km and found evidence
of the transition to shallower slope, occurring at about 500 km. The scale at
which the transition occurred increased with height.

Figure 1.8: Total energy in rotational (ROT), eastward (EIG), and westward (WIG)
inertio–gravity motions as a function of the zonal wavenumber in the ECMWF analyses
for July 2007. From Žagar et al. (2010).

The global kinetic energy spectra obtained as a sum of the zonal and meridional
velocity components can easily be replaced by the spectra of divergent and
rotational kinetic energy by applying the Helmholtz theorem (Eqn. 1.9). For
this reason, the decomposition of kinetic energy spectrum to its rotational and
divergent part is a common content of papers dealing with global models’ spectra.
In the spectral global models, the divergent and rotational kinetic energy spectra
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Figure 1.9: Left: Divergent, rotational, and total components of the kinetic energy
spectrum at 100 hPa, with lines of slope 2.16 and 3.65 for comparison. Right: The
slope of the spectrum to the left and to the right of the changepoint (point of transition
from 3 to 5{3 regime, CP1 and CP2), the divergent energy spectral slope (Div.), and
the changepoint wavenumber ncp as functions of altitude, with shading representing
95% confidence intervals. The top axis shows the changepoint wavenumber. The black
vertical lines correspond to slopes of 5{3 and 3. From Burgess et al. (2013).

are obtained from the expansion coefficients of the velocity components in a series
of spherical harmonics (e.g. Koshyk and Hamilton, 2001). The spectrum of kinetic
energy per unit mass is defined as:
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Here m is the zonal wavenumber and n is the spherical harmonic wavenumber.
The relation between the wavenumber n and wavelength λ is λ  2πa{n.
Koshyk et al. (1999) showed that in several general circulation models divergent
and rotational kinetic energy are about equally important in the stratosphere and
the mesosphere while in the upper troposphere rotational energy is dominant. A
recent evaluation of the ECMWF model spectra at T799 resolution by Burgess et
al. (2013) shows that at 200 hPa global divergent energy becomes prevalent over
global rotational energy at 400 km whereas above 100 hPa divergent component
is dominant over rotational component across all scales smaller than 1200 km
(Fig. 1.9).
The divergent energy spectra are characterised by a shallower slope compared
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to the rotational spectra. Because the transition to a shallower regime coincides
with the scale at which divergent energy becomes dominant, it has been suggested
that the reason for the transition to a 5{3 regime is the increasing role of
inertio-gravity waves in the mesoscales (e.g. Terasaki et al., 2011).
Žagar et al. (2009, 2010) discussed the global spectra and distribution of global
kinetic energy between the Rossby and IG waves using the normal-mode analysis.
Fig. 1.8 displays the global spectra from their study for the ECMWF analyses for
July 2007. It can be seen that the balanced spectra are relatively well fitted by
the 3 slope while IGW spectra follow the 5{3 slope. The authors estimated
that about 10% of the total wave energy on the large scales is associated with
the inertio-gravity waves and this is mainly due to the tropics and the largest
orographic features of the planet, represented at the large scales studied.
Studies dealing with kinetic energy spectra mainly use global models and compare
the spectra with the observations, made at high altitudes. Studies based on
normal-mode decomposition, such as Žagar et al. (2009, 2012) cannot easily
discuss different layers of the atmosphere due to numerical vertical structure
functions. Thus, little is known about the vertical distribution of kinetic energy
below 250 hPa and at scales around and below 100 km. The global models’
effective resolution does not yet reach scales to represent mesoscale. Instead, one
must make use of the high-resolution limited-area models, on which we focus
next.

The kinetic energy spectra of limited-area models
Deriving the spectra of the limited-area models is a non-trivial task because it
requires dealing with their non-periodic boundaries. For this reason, spectra of
kinetic energy in limited domains have rarely been used in discussions of mesoscale
model circulations. Furthermore, presented spectra usually showed u and v wind
components while the divergent and rotational spectra are rarely found in the
literature.
The computation of vorticity and divergence for a limited domain is complicated
because the domain boundaries are not periodic, making the application of the
Helmholtz theorem difficult (Lynch, 1988, 1989; Li et al., 2006). Additionally,
divergence is not an observable quantity – it needs to be computed from the
velocity components. Waite and Snyder (2009) presented spectra of vorticity
and divergence for an idealized simulation of the life cycle of baroclinic wave
within a large model domain which allowed the application of periodic boundary
conditions in the x direction and a rigid and symmetric boundary condition in the
y direction. In agreement with studies based on high resolution global models, the
results showed that divergent kinetic energy dominates in the lower stratosphere
while rotational energy prevails in the upper troposphere (Fig. 1.10).
In real cases, LAM fields are generally aperiodic and the model equations are
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Figure 1.10: Horizontal wavenumber spectra of rotational (solid) and divergent (dashed)
kinetic energy, averaged in the vertical over the (left) upper troposphere and (right)
lower stratosphere and in time over 9.5–10.5 days. From Waite and Snyder (2009).

solved in the grid-point space. Additionally, the mesoscale in NWP models is a
combination of resolved and parameterized processes, therefore the model settings,
the diffusion scheme and the physics parameterization play an important role in
determining the amount and the transfer of energy in these scales (e.g. Skamarock,
2004; Váňa et al., 2008; Bengtsson et al., 2012). Although the efficiency and
realistic performance of these settings are thoroughly tested by forecasters on
a day-to-day basis, we must keep in mind the sensitivity of the kinetic energy
spectra to these tunable parameters.
In order to obtain the LAM spectra, several methods have been developed to
enable the periodicity of fields over a limited domain. While some preserve the
original values of the variables inside the domain and so enable the use of spectral
method in the limited-area models, others modify the fields in the entire domain
and are therefore appropriate mainly for diagnostic purposes.
The methods that are appropriate for spectral modelling make use of the before
mentioned extension zone. Two such spectral models are HIRLAM and ALADIN;
HIRLAM uses trigonometric functions for periodization inside the extension zone
while ALADIN uses the spline functions. Recently, the Boyd method (Boyd,
2005) was employed to the ALADIN as well (Termonia et al., 2012; Degrauwe et
al., 2012); it uses infinitely differentiable windowing functions in the extension
zone.
Two other commonly used periodization methods are detrending (Errico, 1985)
and discrete cosine transform (Denis et al., 2002). These two methods are only
suitable for verification and tuning purposes and not for SLAMs because they
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change the properties of the basic prognostic fields. The first one removes largescale trends in each line and column of the grid-point field while the other creates
a symmetric field double the size by adding a mirror image to the original field.
A short overview of the methods mentioned here is given in Chapter 2.
Errico (1985) and Barnes (1986) presented a method based on detrending along
the rows or columns of the model space followed by the discrete Fourier transform.
Spectra are obtained by the summation of the spectral energy density of the
zonal and meridional winds over shells in wavenumber space.
Errico (1987) and Van Tuyl and Errico (1989) discussed shortcomings of the
detrending approach. Whereas their discussion was of a more qualitative type,
Frehlich and Sharman (2008) provided a more fundamental discussion of the
detrimental impacts of detrending and spectral decomposition on the energy
spectra for small scales. These authors evaluated the spectra for levels between
9 km and 11 km for several NWP models and compared them with theoretically
calculated spectra for various averaging lengths. The comparison of NWP models
with the spectral model of Lindborg (1999) and theoretically calculated spectra
showed that in the applied models with the horizontal resolution about 10 km
spectra start to deviate from the Lindborg model already at several hundred km.
In addition, the spectra derived by using the linear detrending and the spectral
decomposition are shown to be more sensitive to the small-scale statistics and
likely to contain enhanced energy at the smallest scales in comparison to their
theoretical equivalents. The negative impact of detrending has previously been
discussed also by Denis et al. (2002).
Skamarock (2004) and Skamarock and Klemp (2008) discussed the kinetic energy
spectra for the WRF model by using detrending followed by the 1D fast Fourier
transform. The spectrum from a high resolution WRF simulation is presented in
Fig. 1.11. The WRF spectra are characterized by mesoscale energy distribution
similar to that derived from the aircraft measurements (Nastrom and Gage, 1985;
Lindborg, 1999); the slope of the WRF spectrum is close to 5{3 in the free
troposphere at scales smaller than 400 km and to 3 at larger scales. Skamarock
and Klemp (2008) found that total kinetic energy is dominated by rotational
energy for wavelengths above  400 km while below these scales, the amount of
energy in the two modes is similar. From this (rather unexpected) result they
concluded that the divergent component of energy plays an important role in the
spectral transition and the character of the mesoscale spectrum.
The results of these studies confirm that NWP models are capable of capturing the
energy transfer among different scales. Here, we need to keep in mind the effects
of engineering at the smallest scales regarding the sub-grid processes and the
non-ideal methods of obtaining the periodic limited-area fields. In the absence of
an extensive measurement campaign they represent an acceptable tool to observe
the role of divergent kinetic energy at different scales and altitudes.
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Figure 1.11: Left: Spectra from the 4-km WRF BAMEX forecasts from 5 May to 14
July 2003. The shaded area encloses plus/minus one std dev. The Lindborg (1999)
functional fit to the MOZAIC aircraft observations is also plotted. From Skamarock
(2004). Right: The decomposed kinetic energy spectra for a spring-season forecast over
the continental U.S. The forecasts were produced using the Advanced Research WRF
(ARW) model with x  4 km. From Skamarock and Klemp (2008).

Thesis goals

1.3

Žagar et al. (2009, 2010) discussed the global energy distribution among the
balanced and the IG waves as a function of the horizontal scale and vertical
structures. However, their normal-mode analysis was focused on the global
circulation which is dominated by the tropics and cannot isolate the mid-latitude
IG energy from the global IG energy. In addition, the normal-mode decomposition
includes the numerically obtained vertical structure functions which makes it
more difficult to focus on specific layers of the atmosphere. Koshyk et al. (1999)
and Burgess et al. (2013) compared the divergent and rotational components
of kinetic energy for the upper troposphere and the stratosphere in the global
models of lower resolution.
Although it is well understood that importance of divergence increases as we
move to shorter scales, little is known about the distribution of divergent energy
at scales around 100 km and smaller and about its distribution in the middle and
the lower troposphere. In view of this issue, the main research topic, addressed
in this thesis, is:
How does the distribution of kinetic energy between the divergent component
and the rotational component change when approaching the shorter scales?
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The basic tool for observing the scale dependency of the divergent energy distribution in the mesoscale are the kinetic energy spectra based on a high-resolution
NWP model. The applied ALADIN/SI model has a horizontal resolution of
4.4 km, which represents a typical state-of-the-art mesoscale prognostic model.
As presented before, the computation of the limited-area model spectra poses
a challenge: the fields over a limited domain need to be made periodic for the
transformation to the spectral space. From this problem the second key issue of
this research arises:
What is the impact of the periodization methods on the kinetic energy spectrum
of a limited-area model?
Within the two research topics presented above, the following more specific
questions are addressed:
• In view of the non-trivial preparation of the limited-area model spectra,
how do different methods for periodization influence the properties of the
spectra?
• What is the average contribution of divergent kinetic energy with respect
to rotational energy in the ALADIN/SI model?
• How does the energy partitioning between divergent and rotational energy
change at different altitudes as the horizontal scale becomes smaller?
• What are the properties of the rotational and divergent kinetic energy
spectra in relation to the model initialization and the spin-up process?
The results of this research will contribute to the field of limited-area modelling, in
particular to the use of spectra over a limited domain, and to a better understanding of the mesoscale flow properties, in particular the quantitative assessment of
divergent kinetic energy. New scientific insights will be of interest to those engaged
in the model development and thus useful for all users of weather prediction
products.
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Methodology

2

The main issues considered in the thesis are related to the formulation of periodicity in limited-area models for NWP and to quantification of the divergent
energy. As stated before, there are several methods to obtain periodization and we
discuss some of them in the first part of this chapter. The general characteristics
of the applied model ALADIN were introduced earlier in 1.2.3, so this chapter
contains the descriptions of the model setting specific to our experiment and the
dataset used. In addition to the full-scale complex model, I use a simplified model,
described in 4.2, to study the periodization issue. Last, two methods for scale
analysis are presented: the kinetic energy spectra and the structure functions.
The methodology regarding the computation of rotational and divergent energy
spectra is as described in Blažica et al. (2013).

Methods for periodization

2.1

The following periodization methods are taken into consideration: the extension
zone with trigonometric functions (as used in the spectral version of the HIRLAM
model), the extension zone with spline functions (as used in the ALADIN model),
the extension zone with the Boyd method (a newer option for the ALADIN
model), the detrending and the discrete cosine transform. For a demonstration of
the periodization procedure, all the methods were applied to an arbitrary field
with a small domain and a large extension zone (60  60 grid points, with 18 points
in the extension zone). Fig. 2.1 demonstrates periodization of one grid-point
line for each of the discussed methods. The two-dimensional prognostic fields
after the application of the periodization methods are presented in Figs. 2.2-2.3.
The impact that the presented methods have on the shape and amplitude of the
kinetic energy spectra is presented in Chapter 4.

The extension zone – HIRLAM and ALADIN methods
The extension zone (Haugen and Machenhauer, 1993) is essential in making the
limited-area models HIRLAM and ALADIN spectral models. The grid-point
space calculations are carried out over a domain consisting of Nxi  Nyi horizontal
grid points. In order to obtain bi-periodic variations needed for Fourier transforms
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and spectral space calculations this domain is extended to Nx  Ny horizontal
grid points. The domain in ALADIN is usually extended by 11 points at the
northern and eastern boundaries while HIRLAM uses a more flexible extension
depending on the actual modelling or assimilation problem. The extension zone
technique is only used for calculation of the initial and boundary conditions, not
during the integration of the model.
The extension of the prognostic fields is performed by using a spline (ALADIN)
or a trigonometric (HIRLAM) function, which is applied first row by row and
second column by column.
The formulas for the row by row part in ALADIN are:
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Here, W is a prognostic variable, N is the width of the extension zone (N 
Nx  Nxi 1) and Ni is the index of the current point within the extension zone.
For HIRLAM, the formula is:
Wi,j

 gj,0

gj,1 cos 0.5xi

gj,2 sin 0.5xi

gj,3 sin xi ,

(2.6)

Nxi q
where xi  2πpi
and the coefficients gj,k pk  0, 1, 2 and 3q are determined to
N
make the extrapolation expression fit the original grid-point values exactly for
i  1, 2, 1 and Nxi .

In ALADIN, solutions over the extension zone are additionally smoothed by a
two-dimensional 9-point weighted average for each point in the E-zone. One
motivation to use it is to avoid small scale divergence/vorticity features in the
interior domain that else are reflections of small scale features in the extension
zone through isotropic truncation.
The extension zone is considered a purely mathematical device with negligible
impact on model equations and it is usually included in the kinetic energy spectra
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of dynamical fields and in the spectra of the forecast-error variances used in data
assimilation. Such spectra are regularly used in studies of the model performance
(e.g. Horvath et al., 2011) and for tuning of the model numerics (e.g. Váňa et al.,
2008) and physics (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2012).
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Figure 2.1: One-dimensional periodization of an arbitrary wind field for the discussed
methods. The thin grey lines denote the borders of the extension zone.

The extension zone – Boyd window method
The Boyd method (Boyd, 2005) is another method that uses the extension zone,
but instead of applying a spline or trigonometric periodization operator, the
method makes use of the prognostic variable values from outside the model
domain. This is not seen as a problem because periodization is done on the data
from the host model.
The values in the extended area are a combination of the additional values
beyond the eastern/northern boundary and the additional values beyond the
western/southern boundary. The transition between the two is achieved by a
windowing function:

for |x| ¥ 2Θ  χ

 0
h
h
1
1
L p2Θχ|x|qp|x|χq
Bx 
erf 2 p2Θχ|x|qp|x|χq
for χ |x| 2Θ  χ
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for |x| ¤ χ
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Figure 2.2: The arbitrary 2D wind fields before (top left) and after the periodization for
the HIRLAM, ALADIN, ALADIN-SMOOTH, Boyd and detrending methods.
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Here the interval to be periodized is rΘ, Θs, the physical domain is limited to
the smaller interval rχ, χs, L is a tunable parameter (in our experiment set
to 1.6) and erf is the error function. The variable is first multiplied with the
windowing function and next a summation of the shifted products is performed:
W pxq 

8
X
k

8

B px

2kΘqW px

2kΘq.

(2.8)

This method has been recently adapted to the ALADIN code and can now be run
operationally. The same function can also be used for the relaxation of the model
fields. Its performance in the HARMONIE model was demonstrated by Termonia
et al. (2012) and Degrauwe et al. (2012), who showed that while using the Boyd
method for the relaxation caused no significant difference between the erf-based
relaxation function proposed by Boyd and the tuned function currently used in
the HARMONIE NWP system, the Boyd method outperforms the spline-based
periodization method, especially in the cases of strong dynamical forcing at the
lateral boundaries. This suggests that the method applied to make fields periodic
does have an impact on the model performance.

Detrending method

2.1.3

While above presented methods can be applied for limited-area spectral modelling,
the next two methods are only suitable for diagnostic purposes. The detrending
method presented here is based on the paper by Errico (1985). It removes the
scales that are larger than the limited domain and thus not resolved. The method
consists of the computation of the linear trend from the end points along each
row and column of data, followed by the removal of the trend:
sj

1,j
 WNN,j  W
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(2.9)
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 Wi,j  21 p2i  Nxi  1qsj

(2.10)

Here, sj denotes the linear trend. The procedure matches the first and the last
point of the row/column, thus making the fields periodic. The manipulated field
usually contains a pattern of lines, created by the linear treatment. As mentioned
by the author, the method should not be used if the fields are noisier at the
boundaries than in the interior of the domain.
The detrending method has been widely used to observe the spatial spectra of
limited-area models (e.g. Van Tuyl and Errico, 1989; Skamarock, 2004; Frehlich
and Sharman, 2008; Knievel et al., 2007). Additionally, it is regularly implemented
when producing the spectra of the time series (e.g. Termonia, 2008; Termonia et
al., 2009).
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Discrete cosine transform
The discrete cosine transform (DCT, Ahmed et al., 1974; Denis et al., 2002) is a
method most commonly used for image processing. The periodization is achieved
by adding a mirror image to the variable field. Due to the even symmetry of the
created field, the Fourier transform consists only of the cosine functions, hence
the name of the method.

Figure 2.3: Same as in Fig. 2.2, but for DCT. The periodization is shown only for
x-direction.

The periodic function is constructed by taking the position i  1{2 as a mirror:

W piq
for i ¥ 0
W piq 
(2.11)
W p1  iq
for i 0
Discrete Fourier transform is then applied to the new function, centred on
i  1{2.
While this transform method is widely used for compression of digital images, its
use for atmospheric spectral analysis has only recently received attention. It has
been for example applied to obtain the ALADIN kinetic energy spectra in Ricard
et al. (2013) and Brousseau et al. (2012).

2.2 Experiment setup
The main analysis, performed in this thesis, is based on the ALADIN/SI model,
which is in operational use at the National Meteorological Service of Slovenia. This
is the hydrostatic version of the model. The whole process is computationally very
demanding, therefore most of the calculations are carried out on the supercomputer
of the Environmental Agency of the Republic of Slovenia in collaboration with
the colleagues from the agency.
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The investigation period is July 2007; forecasts are generated twice a day starting
at 6 and 18 UTC. The model domain (Fig. 2.4) is centred over Slovenia and
covers most of the continental Europe and the central part of the Mediterranean.

Figure 2.4: The model domain and orography. The border of the extension zone is
denoted with the black line.

The domain dimensions are Lx  1930 km and Ly  1850 km in the zonal and
meridional directions, respectively. The number of model grid points is 439 in
the x direction and 421 in the y direction. The black line in Fig. 2.4 denotes the
border between the physically relevant domain and the extension zone. Thus
the computational model domain consists of Nx  450 points along the x and
Ny  432 points along the y direction with values of Nx and Ny tuned for the
application of FFT. The extension of prognostic field by spline function over
the E-zone is demonstrated for one model-grid row in Fig. 2.5. The horizontal
grid spacing is ∆x  ∆y  4.4 km. In the vertical, there are 43 model levels
up to 5 hPa. The time step for the semi-Lagrangian integration is 180 s. The
model version is CY35T1 that includes the most recent ALARO physics package
(Gerard et al., 2009).
The maximal wavenumbers in the zonal and meridional directions are in our
case Nk  225 and Nl  216. Opposite to the linear grid used for dynamical
fields (Nk  Nx {2), the model orography is truncated at 3∆x in order to prevent
aliasing related to the computation of the pressure gradient force in orographic
regions.
The 6-hour forecasts are performed in the so-called downscaling or dynamical
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Figure 2.5: Periodization in ALADIN: extension of the zonal wind component at model
level close to 500 hPa for a random date and a random model-grid row.

adaptation mode, which means that the initial conditions are supplied by analyses
of the host model. The applied initial and boundary conditions are obtained
from an ECMWF 4D-Var ensemble that otherwise consists of 20 members and
was prepared by using perturbed observations, sea-surface temperature and 2-m
relative humidity (Isaksen et al., 2007; Žagar et al., 2013). The analyses are
the results of a 12-hour 4D-Var that applies one T95 inner loop minimization
(70 iterations) and a T255 outer loop. All 20 members are downscaled in the
same way for the purpose of the background-error variance modelling (work by
Benedikt Strajnar for the purpose of a separate study). The results presented
here are based on a randomly chosen ensemble member (member 1 in our case).
However, it was checked that the results obtained by averaging all ensemble
members do not differ significantly from the results of an individual ensemble
member when averaged over a month.
The preparation of the initial conditions in our experiment consists of the horizontal and vertical interpolation of the ECMWF analyses to the ALADIN grid,
followed by the application of the non-incremental digital filter initialization (DFI,
Lynch and Huang (1992)) to the downscaled fields. In the DFI, the model is first
run adiabatically backward in time for 3 hours (in our case) and then diabatically
forward to the initial time so the motions at wavelengths that are below the
global model’s effective resolution have time to build, as long as their time period
is above the filtering frequency (1.5 h). The DFI removes the waves which are
faster than the designated frequency and are considered to be noise. The lateral
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boundary conditions are applied with 3-hour frequency.
Like in all NWP models, the results at small scales are influenced by the applied
horizontal diffusion. For example, Skamarock (2004) illustrated a strong impact of
the numerical dissipation applied in the WRF model on the shape of the spectra
at small scales. Bengtsson et al. (2012) showed how the tuning of the horizontal
diffusion in HARMONIE, which is a non-hydrostatic version of ALADIN at a
higher resolution, greatly affects the simulated precipitation. We discuss the
impact of the horizontal diffusion in Section 3.4; for the majority of the results,
we make use of the model version used operationally which presumably applies
the latest parameterizations and produces the best forecasts.

Computation of the spectra

2.3

The dynamical fields in ALADIN and related spectral models HARMONIE and
z
AROME are saved in terms of the spectral expansion coefficients ûzkl , v̂kl
, making
the computation of the kinetic energy (EK ) spectra straightforward. From the
Parseval theorem
Z Lx {2 Z Ly {2
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the kinetic energy in the wave component pk, lq at level z is obtained as
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Here,  denotes the complex conjugate operator. The total kinetic energy for the
total horizontal wavenumber K (K 2  l2 k 2 ) is obtained by the summation of
Ekl over wavenumber bands K  ∆K {2 ¤ K K ∆K {2, where K  2πn{Lx
with n  1, 2, 3, ... and ∆K is the difference between two successive wavenumbers.
To obtain the rotational and divergent parts of the kinetic energy spectra, the
following steps are made: first, the spectral coefficients of the vorticity and
divergence fields are computed at each model level as derivatives of the velocity
components:
z
δ̂kl
 ikûzkl ilv̂klz
z
ζ̂kl
 ikv̂klz  ilûzkl .

(2.14)
(2.15)

z
z
Here, ζ̂kl
and δ̂kl
represent the spectral coefficients of vorticity and divergence,
respectively and i denotes the imaginary unit. By summing up Eq. 2.14 multiplied
z
z
by δ̂kl
and Eq. 2.15 multiplied by ζ̂kl
, we obtain
z z
ζ̂kl
ζ̂kl

z z
δ̂kl
δ̂kl

 pk2
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l2 qpûzkl ûzkl

z z
v̂kl
v̂kl q.

(2.16)

Thus the kinetic energy in the wave component pk, lq can be written as
z

z
Ekl

z

z z
δ̂kl
δ̂kl
.
2
l



 12 ζ̂kl ζ̂klk2

(2.17)

The divergent and the rotational parts of the kinetic energy are thus defined as
follows:
z

z
EDIV,kl

EVz OR,kl

z



 12 kδ̂2kl δ̂kll2

(2.18)



(2.19)

z z
1 ζ̂kl
ζ̂kl
.
2
2k
l2

Eqs. 2.18 – 2.19 are equivalent to similar equations for the global spectral models
(Equation 1.31). Energy is expressed in units m2 s2 or Jkg 1 . In other words,
the spectra for different layers are not mass weighted, which is not seen as a
problem for a study focused on the divergent energy contribution to total kinetic
energy.
The results produced by following Eqs. 2.14 – 2.19 are referred to as the ALADIN
method. The ALADIN method presents obvious advantages for the computation
of the spectra in the NWP framework. At the same time, there is a possibility
of the impact of artificial energy from the E-zone on the shape of the spectra,
especially for scales of our interest around 100 km, as will be shown in the next
chapter. The ALADIN dynamics and data assimilation systems have however
been successfully developed and used operationally by using the E-zone. Eq. 2.13
has been used for the computation of the kinetic energy spectra. The impact
of the E-zone was addressed in the context of model forecast performance and
data assimilation in the HIRLAM model by Gustafsson and McDonald (1996)
and Gustafsson et al. (2001), respectively.
For the application of the detrending procedure, vorticity and divergence fields
obtained by Eqs. 2.14 – 2.15 are transformed to grid-point space by the inverse
FFT. In this step the E-zone is included as otherwise the stored spectral fields
and Eqs. 2.14 – 2.15 could not be applied. Once vorticity and divergence are
obtained in grid-point space, the E-zone is removed from further consideration.
Periodicity is achieved following Errico (1985) which includes the computation of
the linear trend from the end points along each row and column of data followed
by the removal of the trend. These fields are then transformed back to spectral
space by FFT and the rotational and divergent EK spectra are computed by
Eqs. 2.18 – 2.19. The results obtained in this way are referred to as the detrending
method.
Note also that the same dimensionless K applies to somewhat different scales in
the two methods as the domain in the case of the ALADIN method is about 48 km
wider in each horizontal direction. This, and an easier discussion are reasons that
EK is shown as a function of the horizontal wavelength λ (λ  2π {K), rather
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than the usually used wavenumber. The parameter λ will be referred to as scale.
It is assumed that the choice of the appropriate method for the computation of
the trend and aliasing of larger scales onto small scales on average equally effect
vorticity and divergence so that their ratio is not significantly affected by these
problems. Similarly, we assume that the potential impact of the E-zone on the
rotational and divergent EK spectra is about equally large.
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Figure 2.6: Kinetic energy spectrum, obtained as a sum of rotational and divergent
energy (Eqn. 2.17) and a spectrum, obtained from u and v wind components (Eqn. 2.13)
at a model level close to 530 hPa. A randomly selected date is 20 July, 18 UTC run,
6-hour forecast and the spectra are produced by the detrending procedure. Short dotted
lines have slopes K 3 and K 5{3 . The dashed line is Lindborg (1999) functional fit (his
Eq. 71) to aircraft observations.

The spectra of kinetic energy obtained by the two periodization methods are
not quantitatively comparable. The ALADIN method provides the total kinetic
energy in the model domain while the spectra obtained with the detrending
approach describe the variance of the kinetic energy. Furthermore, spectra
obtained from Eq. 2.17 are not the same as those obtained from Eq. 2.13 as
by applying Eqs. 2.14 – 2.15 we have lost the energy contribution from the
domain-averaged wind (k  l  0 contribution). This affects also the spectra
computed by the detrending approach. An example of the spectra obtained from
Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.17 is compared in Fig. 2.6 for a randomly chosen date and
level in the free troposphere. The difference between kinetic energy computed by
Eq. 2.17 and by Eq. 2.13 is clearly seen at the largest resolved scales (λ Á300 km).
The difference reduces as the scale decreases and below 100 km the difference
steadily decreases from about 10% towards zero.
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Figure 2.7: The difference between kinetic energy computed from the wind components
and from rotational and divergent energy using the two periodization techniques normalized by the kinetic energy computed from the wind components. The result is averaged
over all model levels and over one-month period.

The difference between the spectra computed from the velocity components and
from vorticity and divergence, averaged across all model levels and over the one
month period is presented in Fig. 2.7 for both the ALADIN and the detrending
method. The results for the two methods are quite similar and similar to the
above described random case. The study is therefore focused on the scales smaller
than 300 km for which the difference is below 20%.
A closer look of the time evolution of the spectra at the smallest resolvable scales
revealed that the initial energy growth, referred to as spin-up, is present in spite
of the applied digital filter. Therefore the 6-hour forecasts are used to avoid
numerical artefacts in the analysed fields. The properties of the spin-up process
will be discussed in Chapter 5 with reference to rotational and divergent kinetic
energy.

2.4 Structure functions
The scale analysis of the atmosphere energetics can be done either by using the
above described kinetic energy spectra, or, alternatively, through the application
of the structure functions. While the former requires the transformation to
spectral space, the latter computes the spatial variance based on separation vector
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between the observed points in grid-point space. The longitudinal and transverse
second-order spatial structure functions are defined respectively as follows:
DLL psq  hrvL pxq  vL px sqs2 i
DN N psq  hrvN pxq  vN px sqs2 i.

(2.20)
(2.21)

Here vL pxq and vN pxq represent the velocity components parallel and transverse
to the displacement vector s, respectively, and hi denotes the averaging. The
K 5{3 behaviour of kinetic energy spectrum is equivalent to the s2{3 behaviour of
second-order structure function and the K 3 to s2 ln s (Lindborg, 1999; Frehlich
and Sharman, 2008).
In his 1999 paper, Lindborg derived the best-fit model of the MOZAIC aircraft
data to the Kolmogorov turbulence theory as
DLL ps q  a1 s 2{3
DN N

psq  a s2{3
2

b1 s 2  c1 s 2 ln s ,

b2 s 2  c2 s 2 ln s ,

(2.22)
(2.23)

where s  s{1 m is dimensionless s and a1  0.0036, a2  0.004, b1  2.4  109 ,
b2  6.5  109 , c1  0.16  109 and c2  0.43  109 (all coefficients have units
m2 {s2 ). From these equations he further derived the matching one-dimensional
energy spectrum (Eqn. 1.22), which is in remarkably good agreement to the
Nastrom and Gage (1985) data points (demonstrated in Fig. 1.5), considering
the different dataset and different method used the computation of the spectra.
The choice between the two presented methods for the scale analysis is not an
important issue for global fields; for the limited domains, however, the use of
structure functions has an apparent advantage compared to the kinetic energy
spectra: because it is performed in the grid-point space, no deformation of the
fields for obtaining periodicity is required. The comparison of the spectra to this
theoretically correct method will therefore be presented where possible.
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Rotational and divergent kinetic energy spectra in ALADIN 3
Introduction

3.1

The central issue we address in this chapter is the contribution of divergent kinetic
energy to the total kinetic energy in ALADIN as a function of the horizontal
scale and altitude. The main result is the ratio between divergent kinetic energy
and total kinetic energy in a typical mid-latitude mesoscale model of resolution
around 4 km. We verify the robustness of this result by comparing several model
setups and two periodization methods. The majority of this chapter is based on
Blažica et al. (2013).
As discussed earlier, the kinetic energy spectra in a model are usually used for
verification or tuning purposes. Where tuning is concerned, however, a conflict
of interests between these two purposes arises: how can we verify whether the
model captures the mesoscale motions well, if we have used the same criterion to
actually tune the schemes that affect the energetics of the model? The application
of kinetic energy spectra of a mesoscale model is therefore a bit of a grey area,
which we must keep in mind when discussing the results.

Kinetic energy distribution by the detrending method

3.2

Slopes of the spectra

3.2.1

In the case of ALADIN and closely related models AROME and HARMONIE, as
well as the spectral HIRLAM model, both issues in the computation of energy
spectra, the aperiodicity and the transform, are a priori handled. We will make
use of this fact and compare the spectra containing the extension zone to the
spectra, obtained by using the detrending procedure. For an easier discussion
and comparison with other studies (e.g. Skamarock, 2004; Skamarock and Klemp,
2008), we first present the spectra by the more commonly used detrending method
and we state the differences with the ALADIN method in Section 3.3.
Results are averaged for three layers defined as the ’stratosphere’ (11 model levels
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between 5 and 250 hPa), the ’free troposphere’ (21 model levels between 250 and
850 hPa) and the ’planetary boundary layer’ or ’PBL’ (11 model levels below
850 hPa). The average top altitudes of these layers are 36 km for the stratosphere,
10 km for the free troposphere and 1300 m for the planetary boundary layer.
All computations are performed on model levels to avoid any interpolation. In
figures, the hydrostatic height pressure is used on the ordinate axis to make
discussion easier. No significant difference between the runs started at 06 and at
18 UTC was observed; therefore averaging over both runs was applied, as well as
a monthly average.
The spectra of total EK reveal properties found in earlier studies. However, our
discussion is focused on differences between the divergent and rotational EK
spectra at scales which have not been studied earlier. After presenting average
properties of the EK spectra we continue with a more detailed presentation of
the vertical and horizontal distribution of divergent energy with respect to total
kinetic energy based on the two periodization methods.
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Figure 3.1: Energy spectra averaged over model levels between 9 and 11 km. VOR
denotes rotational kinetic energy (blue line), DIV divergent kinetic energy (red line),
VOR+DIV denotes total kinetic energy as a sum of the rotational and divergent
components (black line) whereas U+V stands for the total kinetic energy computed
from the velocity components (green line). The vertical grey line represents 3∆x.

We start by showing spectra averaged over four model levels between 9 and 11 km
where most of the aircraft data used in Lindborg (1999) and Nastrom and Gage
(1985) were collected. It can be seen in Fig. 3.1 that in the mesoscale region of
our interest, the total EK spectrum is very well described by the analytical fit to
the data derived by Lindborg (1999). The departure from the Lindborg model
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occurs between 30 and 20 km scale. Following Skamarock (2004) and Frehlich
and Sharman (2008), we conclude that the effective resolution of the applied
ALADIN/SI model is about 6  7∆x. For this reason, we shall be computing
the linear fit of mesoscale spectra for scales greater than 30 km. At the scale
corresponding to 3∆x, the cut-off scale for the model orography, a sharp energy
fall-off takes place. We can also notice that the kinetic energy spectrum, obtained
as a sum of rotational and divergent components is below 200 km nearly the same
as the spectrum calculated from the velocity components.
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Figure 3.2: Monthly and vertically averaged spectra of rotational (blue), divergent (red)
and total kinetic energy (black) in (a) the free troposphere, (b) the PBL and (c) the
stratosphere. (d) Divergent kinetic energy in various layers.

If we focus on the spectra of rotational and divergent kinetic energy, we first
observe a shallower slope of the divergent energy over all scales. A distinct feature
in Fig. 3.1 is the crossing point of EDIV and EV OR located at about 150 km
scale. At scales smaller than 150 km divergent energy dominates over rotational
energy and their relative difference appears rather steady over scales smaller than
100 km. The location of the crossing point approximately matches the location
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where the EK spectrum changes the slope; the linear fit of EK for scales between
150 and 30 km gives a slope 1.9 which is somewhat steeper than the observed
slope 1.7 i.e. 5{3 (Nastrom and Gage, 1985). Below 150 km, the slope of
EDIV spectrum is close to 1.8 while the EV OR spectrum has a slope about 2.
For larger scales, the difference between the slopes of divergent and rotational
spectra is clearly increasing as the horizontal scale becomes larger as found in the
global model data studied by Burgess et al. (2013) and in the analysis of global
rotational and inertio-gravity energy by Žagar et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.3: Spectrum of the model surface geopotential height. The dotted lines are
K 3 and K 5{3 , the dashed line is the best linear fit (K 1.8 ). The vertical grey line
represents 3∆x.

In Fig. 3.2 we take a closer look at the three atmospheric layers. On average,
the spectra are becoming shallower towards the surface. The slopes of the total
EK spectra, fitted between 150 and 30 km, are 1.5, 1.8 and 1.9 for the
PBL, the free troposphere and the stratosphere, respectively. The PBL spectrum
is shallower than the orography spectrum which in ALADIN has slope 1.8
(Fig. 3.3). This value is between the reference slope of 1.7 and the global
orography spectrum K 2 (e.g. Balmino, 1993). Another evidence of orography
forcing in all layers is the energy fall-off at 3∆x rather than at 2∆x cut-off applied
for model numerics. A sensitivity experiment was conducted to further explore
the impact of orography on the spectra, which is presented later in the chapter.
In Fig. 3.4 one can notice that variance associated with the computed spectra
is significant. The magnitude of the standard deviation is similar to the energy
levels. This applies to all scales, although the variance somewhat increases as
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Figure 3.4: As in Fig. 3.2a but separately for rotational (left) and divergent kinetic
energy (right) with spread included. The shaded area encloses plus/minus one standard
deviation.

the scales get larger. This result is consistent with the variance level found in
the WRF model (Skamarock, 2004) and in the GASP observations (Nastrom and
Gage, 1985). Fig. 3.4 also shows that variance is nearly the same for the rotational
and divergent kinetic energy in the free troposphere. In the stratosphere the
difference between divergent and rotational energy variance at large scales is
greater than in the free troposphere and in the PBL (not shown).
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Figure 3.5: The slope of the spectra of rotational (blue), divergent (red) and total kinetic
energy (black) as a function of pressure. Spectra were fitted in the range between 150
and 30 km. The vertical grey line represents 5{3.
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A common feature of the spectra in all layers is the dominance of divergent energy
over rotational energy on scales below 100 km. As a result, slopes of the spectra
for divergent energy are everywhere shallower than the slopes for the rotational
energy spectra (Fig. 3.5). There is a general although slight increase of the slope
with height in both divergent and rotational spectra. For divergent energy, the
increase of the slope is largest below 800 hPa, likely related to the surface forcings.
Rotational energy has a more gradual increase in the PBL and a larger change
between 500 and 300 hPa. Above 100 hPa, the slope of the spectra for both EDIV
and EV OR variables increases steeply towards the model top.
A general shallowing of all spectra towards the surface and the tropopause is in
agreement with the idealized study by Tulloch and Shafer Smith (2009) based
on a quasi-geostrophic model which produced transition of the spectra from 3
slope to 5{3 slope near the model boundaries (the surface and the tropopause).

3.2.2

Orographic forcing in the ALADIN spectra: a sensitivity study
The decreasing slopes of the spectra towards the surface encouraged an additional
experiment to test the impact of the orography on the kinetic energy spectrum.
In this experiment, the orography was set to zero while keeping the rest of the
model setup unchanged.
For this experiment 24 cases in September 2011 were studied with ARPEGE as
the host model. The different time period and initial/boundary conditions were
used because the original experiment that served as the host model was no longer
available. The different time period is however not considered important due to
insensitivity of the spectra to seasonal variation. We checked that the spectrum
with regular orography from this period matched the above presented results of
July 2007.
The comparison of the spectra in the PBL and in the free troposphere using the
regular and flat orography is shown in Fig. 3.6 left. In the model with flat terrain,
the energy fall-off at 3∆x is absent, indicating the relevance of the orography
for its occurrence. In this case, the slopes of the spectra are steeper in both
atmospheric layers – the exact values when fitting the curves in the range between
150 and 30 km are 2.9 in both layers. The shift from 3 to 5{3 regime is not
noticeable. In the absence of varying orography, the divergent energy contribution
to the total kinetic energy is reduced (Fig. 3.6 right).
Different energy levels in PBL are associated with bottom boundary forcings and
related physical processes. The slope of the energy spectrum in NWP models is
always influenced by the applied horizontal diffusion (e.g. Skamarock, 2004; Váňa
et al., 2008). Diagnosis of the exact impact of various physical and non-physical
forcings on the slope of spectra in ALADIN is however outside the scope of the
present study.
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Figure 3.6: Left: Spectra of total kinetic energy in the PBL (blue) and in the free
troposphere (red) for experiment with regular (dashed lines) and no orography (solid
lines) after 6 hours of integration. Right: Spectra of rotational (blue) and divergent
(red) kinetic energy in the PBL for experiment with regular (dashed lines) and no
orography (solid lines).

All in all, it can be concluded that the orography forcings have a substantial
influence on the model’s kinetic energy, influencing the shape of the spectra and
increasing the divergent energy contribution, particularly at shorter scales.

Estimation of the crossing scale

3.2.3

We define the crossing scale (λ ) as the scale where divergent kinetic energy
becomes dominant over the rotational kinetic energy.
The transition from the vorticity-dominant to the divergence-dominant flow occurs
at different scales in various layers (Fig. 3.2). In the boundary layer, the crossing
scale at which divergent energy becomes greater than the rotational energy is
found at about 50 km. A somewhat larger crossing scale is found in the free
troposphere while in the stratosphere, the intersection point of the two spectra is
at nearly 300 km.
A more detailed vertical dependence of the crossing scale for the divergence
dominance is provided in Fig. 3.7. Within the troposphere, there are two layers
in which rotational energy is dominant all the way up to about 30 km scale. The
first is at 450 hPa while the second altitude where vorticity-related flow dominates
all the way up to 30 km scale is at about 900 hPa. In between these two points,
in 600  700 hPa layer, divergent energy becomes prevalent at about 60 km. The
vertical energy distribution is further discussed in the following section.
The upper part of Fig. 3.7 can be discussed in comparison with Burgess et
al. (2013), who presented such analysis for the ECMWF model above 300 hPa
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Figure 3.7: The scale at which divergent kinetic energy exceeds rotational kinetic energy
as a function of pressure.

(their Fig. 5d). In their study, the crossing scale at 300 hPa is located at nearly
100 km. From 300 hPa upward the scale becomes larger so that at 100 hPa
the divergence becomes dominant at approximately 1200 km. In our case, the
crossing scale grows larger from 400 hPa towards 200 hPa. Above it, the scale
is nearly constant, just like in Burgess et al. (2013) above 100 hPa. However, it
is difficult to quantitatively compare the two datasets in the upper troposphere
and stratosphere which in our case corresponds to the mid-latitude summer
atmosphere whereas Burgess et al. (2013) studied global analyses in a winter
month. Divergent energy in global analyses is mainly in the tropics and a relative
increase of divergent energy towards 100 hPa in the global dataset most likely is
associated with dynamics around the tropical tropopause.

3.2.4

Quantification of divergent kinetic energy
In this section we quantify the contribution of divergent energy to the total kinetic
energy as a function of altitude and horizontal scale.
The ratio between divergent and total kinetic energy in the three layers is presented
in Fig. 3.8. There is a general increase of the divergent energy contribution as
the scale becomes shorter in each of the three layers. For scales between 300 and
100 km, divergent energy represents from 40 to 50% of the total energy in the
free troposphere and PBL and from 50 to 70% in the stratosphere. Below 100 km
scale, the contribution of divergent energy in PBL continually increases as the
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Figure 3.8: The fraction of divergent energy in the total kinetic energy in the same
layer for stratosphere (black), free troposphere (blue) and PBL (red) as a function of
horizontal scale.

scale becomes shorter until it reaches about 75% at the shortest resolved scale.
An increase in the free troposphere is somewhat less steep. On the other hand,
the divergent energy percentage in the stratosphere remains at about 75  80%
level until the 3∆x scale where it sharply drops.
The result for the free troposphere can be compared with the results presented by
Skamarock and Klemp (2008) for the 200  700 hPa layer from the WRF model
at nearly the same resolution. Skamarock and Klemp reported that the divergent
energy component was two orders of magnitude smaller than the rotational
component at largest scales represented by the model, was comparable to the
rotational component at approximately 400 km scale and dominant below 30 km.
In our study by using the ALADIN model, divergent energy in the free troposphere
becomes dominant at 40 km scale and is comparable to rotational energy at all
scales we consider for averaging (λ 300 km). The results remain similar if we
recompute the energy ratios for the 700  200 hPa layer used in Skamarock and
Klemp (2008).
Even though divergent energy dominates over rotational energy in the stratosphere,
it makes a rather small contribution to the total kinetic energy. This is presented
in Fig. 3.9 left, which compares the relative role of divergent energy in various
layers by showing the ratio between divergent energy in a selected layer and
the total kinetic energy across all model levels. At scales larger than 100 km,
the free troposphere contains the largest percentage of the divergent energy; an
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Figure 3.9: Left: The fraction of divergent energy in the total kinetic energy across all
model levels for stratosphere (black), free troposphere (blue), PBL (red) and all model
levels (green). Right: The same fraction, but only for free troposphere (blue) and for
PBL (red), with the top of the PBL at 950 hPa (solid lines) and at 700 hPa (dashed
lines).

almost constant value of 20% of kinetic energy being divergent is present at all
tropospheric scales between about 300 km and 3∆x.
In the PBL the divergent energy contribution steadily increases as the scale
becomes smaller and it reaches nearly 60% at the resolution limit. On the
contrary, the stratospheric divergent energy contribution to the total atmospheric
energy in ALADIN model is rather small – it presents less than 5% of the total
energy. The curve representing the ratio between divergent energy across all
levels and the total EK mimics the solution for the PBL; it shows a nearly linear
increase of the divergent energy contribution towards shorter scales. At the
shortest resolvable scale in the ALADIN/SI model about three-quarters of the
total kinetic energy is associated with divergent motions.
The sensitivity of the results with respect to the choice of levels included in
different layers proves that the results shown in Fig. 3.9 left are rather robust.
Although the amount of divergence in the PBL varies with different numbers of
layers included, the distribution of divergent energy percentages remains very
similar to that shown in Fig. 3.9 left. For example, if we define the PBL as the
levels below 950 hPa, the amount of divergence in the PBL represents less than
10% of energy at the large scales, but there is a rapid increase at scales below
100 km with a maximal value of nearly 50% at the smallest scales. In this case,
divergence in the free troposphere represents a nearly constant contribution of
about 25%. If the PBL is defined as levels below 700 hPa, the shape of the
PBL divergence contribution remains similar but the percentage increases and it
reaches up to 65% at the shortest scales. Divergent energy in the free troposphere
in this case contributes about 10% of the total EK (Fig. 3.9 right).
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of divergent energy contribution with respect to altitude and
horizontal scale. Divergent energy is expressed as the fraction of the total kinetic energy
at each model level. Contour interval is 0.05 (5%).

Further insight into the vertical distribution of divergent energy as a function of
scale is provided in Fig. 3.10, where the ratio between divergent energy and the
total kinetic energy is presented as a function of horizontal scale and model level.
This figure highlights details of several properties we have already mentioned.
First of all, we notice a significant horizontal and vertical variability of the
divergent energy percentage. The percentage of EDIV varies from 80% in the
PBL below 20 km scale and in the stratosphere below 100 km to 10% and less
above 500 km scales. The PBL maximum is due to the kinetic energy dissipation
and therefore the largest values of divergent energy are found at levels close to
the surface. There is a secondary maximum in the divergent energy percentage
located at about 650 hPa. As seen earlier, the two fall-offs of energy occur at
the orography cut-off scale 3∆x and at the cut-off scale for the numerics at 2∆x.
The 3∆x cut-off scale is particularly strongly seen in the stratosphere.
The most distinctive feature in Fig. 3.10 is the stratospheric maximum of divergent
energy ratio. It is in agreement with other model-based studies pointing at the
dominance of divergent energy in the stratosphere (e.g. Koshyk and Hamilton,
2001; Burgess et al., 2013) although they were using the lower resolution global
data. The EK spectra based on observations in the stratosphere (Bacmeister
et al., 1996) are characterized by a 5{3 slope in the range from 150 km to
600 km. The region of the strong vertical gradients in divergent energy present
between 300 hPa and 100 hPa is most likely associated with the transition from
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troposphere to stratosphere. The physical mechanism responsible for the observed
increase of EDIV should be vertically-propagating IGWs. This was the case for
the baroclinic life-cycle simulation by Waite and Snyder (2009), who found that
divergent kinetic energy dominates in the lower stratosphere. The analysis of the
ALADIN data for the presence of IGWs and their propagation properties was
however outside the scope of this study.
If the divergent energy contribution to the total energy is averaged over all
wavenumbers below 300 km scale, the profile of the mesoscale divergent energy
fraction looks as presented in Fig. 3.11. It can be seen that below 900 hPa divergent
energy on average represents more than 50% and its importance increases towards
70% at the surface. On average, about 50% of kinetic energy in the free troposphere
is divergent. Above 400 hPa, the importance of divergence increases towards
100 hPa level, where divergent energy makes again almost 70% of the total EK .
Above 50 hPa, the contribution of EDIV drops sharply towards zero at the model
top.
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Figure 3.11: Vertical distribution of the average fraction of divergent energy in the total
kinetic energy. The averaging is done over the scales below 300 km.
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Kinetic energy spectra by the ALADIN method

3.3

Slopes of the spectra

3.3.1

In this section we compare the previously presented spectra, obtained with the
detrending method, to the spectra produced by the ALADIN method using the
extension zone. The spectra using the ALADIN method are displayed in Fig. 3.12
for the stratosphere, the free troposphere and the PBL. This figure corresponds
to Fig. 3.2 with the detrended spectra.
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Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.2, but based on the periodization using the extension zone.

The results of the two periodization methods are similar close to the surface and
also in the free troposphere, where the only difference is a small bump. The
differences occur in the stratosphere. An unexpected change of the spectral
slope at about 50 km scale is well observed in the vorticity and almost absent
in the divergence spectrum. This most likely unrealistic feature is located at
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approximately the size of the extension zone ( 50 km), which will be further
discussed in a sensitivity study.
Because the bump in the spectrum is most noticeable in the stratosphere, we argue
that the occurrence of this drop is related to the smaller amount of mesoscale
energy in the stratosphere. Therefore any additional energy, associated with
artificial extension of ALADIN fields, is more easily observable. In the free
troposphere, there is still some indication of this artefact while in the PBL, which
has relatively most energetic mesoscale, no such influence is present.
The slopes of the spectra are usually discussed for the detrending method, as we
have done for Fig. 3.5. It would however not be correct to present the same plot
for the ALADIN method, because the spectra do not possess a uniform slope –
the shapes of the spectra differ with model level and with size of the extension
zone. For this reason the spectra are not suitable for linear fitting.
The unexpected shape of the stratospheric spectra when using the ALADIN
method motivated several additional experiments in order to explain the reason
for it. While Chapter 5 addresses the issue in an idealized framework, here we
present further evidence for the impact of the extension zone on ALADIN spectra,
based on the experiment with a different width of the extension zone.

3.3.2

Sensitivity of the spectra to the width of the extension zone
To examine the influence of the E-zone on the ALADIN spectra, the spectra with
two different widths of the extension zone were compared: with standard 11 grid
points and with 25 points.
This experiment could be constructed in two different ways: we could either
enlarge the whole domain by adding extra points in the extension zone or reduce
the number of points in the inner (physical) part to keep the outer domain
unchanged. We decided for the latter, one of the reasons being a free choice of
the number of points in the extension zone, which made the evaluation of the
spectra easier. The new extension zone has 25 points, which is roughly a double
more than in our basic experiment. The width of the extension zone is still well
in the mesoscale portion of the model spectrum.
The results, presented in Fig. 3.13 show that increasing the extension zone shifts
the bump in the stratospheric rotational energy spectra from about 40 km to
about 85 km (Fig. 3.13 left), proportionally to the extension zone width. This
suggests that the position of the bump is determined by the size of the extension
zone, which seems to only contribute energy to scales about and larger than
its size. We speculate that the reason for this are the extension curves, which
vary from a nearly flat line towards a single wave. The scales possibly affected
by artificial energy, introduced in the E-zone, would therefore have sizes of the
extension zone or larger. This issue is further addressed in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of rotational and divergent spectra of the experiment with a
25-point extension zone to the 11-point extension zone experiment for the stratosphere,
free troposphere and PBL (to be compared to Fig. 3.2).

A similar feature, but to a smaller extent, can be observed in the divergent
energy spectrum. One possible explanation for the smaller influence might be the
larger values of divergent energy in the stratospheric mesoscale. The sensitivity
experiment also moves the scale where the divergent energy starts to dominate
from about 60 km to slightly over 100 km. In free troposphere and in PBL the
effect is still noticeable, but to a lesser extent, most likely due to more physical
energy at small scales.

Quantification of divergent kinetic energy
The main properties of the results presented in Figs. 3.10 – 3.11 are robust to the
applied method for the computation of divergent and rotational energies, even at
higher model levels. This can be seen in Figs. 3.14 – 3.15, which are based on the
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3.3.3

ALADIN approach to the periodization including the E-zone with 11 grid points.
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Figure 3.14: Same as Fig. 3.10, but based on the ALADIN periodization using the
extension zone.
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Figure 3.15: Same as Fig. 3.11, but for both periodization techniques.

Fig. 3.14 can be compared to Fig. 3.10. The difference produced by applying
the two periodization techniques is almost negligible in the PBL and small
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throughout the troposphere until about 400 hPa. In the upper troposphere and
the stratosphere the relative percentage of the divergent energy on scales greater
than 60 km is smaller in the ALADIN approach. This difference extends all the
way to the larger scales. Nevertheless, when the divergent energy contribution
is averaged across scales smaller than 300 km, the vertical profile obtained from
the ALADIN method is almost the same as the one obtained by applying the
detrending method (Fig. 3.15). Therefore, using the extension zone for the
periodization does not influence our main conclusion concerning the divergent
energy contribution to the total kinetic energy at the mesoscale.

Sensitivity of the results to the model setup

3.4

To further test the sensitivity of our results regarding the divergent energy
distribution, to better understand the properties of Fig. 3.10 and to investigate
possible explanations for the dominant role of divergent energy in the stratosphere,
the kinetic energy spectra from ALADIN forecasts of other model setups are intercompared. The models compared are operational versions of ALADIN in Slovenia,
in Czech Republic and in Hungary, and they are denoted as ALADIN/SI04,
ALADIN/SI09, ALADIN/CZ and ALADIN/HU.

Horizontal
resolution
No. of vert.
levels
Top level
at
Initial
conditions
Boundary
conditions
Model
diffusion
Model
cycle

ALADIN/
SIEXP
4.4 km

ALADIN/
SI04
4.4 km

ALADIN/
SI09
9.5 km

ALADIN/
CZ
4.7 km

ALADIN/
HU
8.0 km

43

43

43

87

49

5 hPa

5 hPa

5 hPa

0.8 hPa

5 hPa

ECMWF

DA

ECMWF

DA

ECMWF

ARPEGE

ECMWF

blending/
ARPEGE
ARPEGE

SLHD

SLHD

SLHD

SLHD

cy35t1

cy35t1

cy35t1

cy36t1

spectral
diffusion
cy33t1

ECMWF

Table 3.1: Main properties of the four operational versions of the ALADIN model. For
the initial conditions, data assimilation is denoted by DA, ECMWF denotes dynamical
adaptation of the ECMWF fields while blending is a mixture of the data assimilation and
dynamical adaptation of the ARPEGE model. SLHD stands for the semi-Lagrangian
horizontal diffusion.
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The main properties of the selected models are summarized in Table 3.1. Differences among the models include the horizontal resolution, the number of model
levels and the height of the model top (Fig. 3.16), the initial conditions and
the boundary conditions. The initial conditions are obtained by three different
methods: the ALADIN 3D-Var data assimilation (Fischer et al., 2005), the dynamical adaptation of either ECMWF or ARPEGE global model and the spectral
blending (Brožková et al., 2001). The dataset includes 16 6-hour forecasts from
subsequent days in January 2012. The robustness of the spectra to seasonal
variations (Nastrom and Gage, 1985) allows us to compare these results to the
July 2007 dataset as well. The model setting of our previous experiment is
denoted ALADIN/SIEXP.
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Figure 3.16: The vertical model levels of the discussed ALADIN setups.

The results are summarized in Fig. 3.17. Due to a smaller sample of forecasts
than in the ALADIN/SIEXP case, the plots appear noisier than in Fig. 3.10,
but the main properties are readily noticeable. These include an increase of the
divergent energy contribution towards shorter scales observed in all models and
the presence of the stratospheric maximum. The choice of the coupling model
(ECMWF vs. ARPEGE) does not play an important role in the divergence
distribution. The same can be concluded about the impact of data assimilation
vs. dynamical adaptation and blending for preparation of initial conditions. The
number of vertical levels and the height of the model top also do not seem to
influence the results much. The position and shape of the divergence maximum
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Figure 3.17: Same as Fig. 3.10, but for the operational ALADIN/SI04 (top left),
ALADIN/CZ (top right), ALADIN/SI09 (bottom left) and ALADIN/HU (bottom
right).

is mainly influenced by the horizontal resolution and numerical diffusion.
The numerical diffusion in ALADIN consists of the Semi-Lagrangian horizontal
diffusion scheme and additionally of fourth and sixth order linear spectral diffusions. The SLHD has several tunable parameters which to a large extent influence
the ratio between the divergent and rotational kinetic energy. During this research,
a change was made to the operational ALADIN/SI SLHD scheme setting that
made it more divergence permitting. We can observe this impact in Fig. 3.17
as a difference between ALADIN/SI09 with stronger (old) and ALADIN/SI04
and ALADIN/CZ with weaker (new) diffusion setting. The results are similar for
large scales but start to differ significantly at about 60 km scale, below which the
stronger diffusion damps the divergent motions. We also produced the same figure
using stronger diffusion on our experimental setup and dataset; its properties
match the ALADIN/SI09 result well.
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Updating the model diffusion scheme excluded a possibility that the stratospheric
maximum was caused by poor treatment of wave reflections by the diffusion
scheme. Because the stratospheric maximum is present in all examined ALADIN
versions, we can say that it is not a consequence of our experimental setup and
we conclude that it can be either a realistic description of the atmosphere or a
model artefact.
To further check whether the stratospheric maximum is a model artefact, we
performed the same analysis for two additional limited-area models: HIRLAM and
HARMONIE. HIRLAM is a high resolution LAM, developed by the international
HIRLAM consortium. It can be run either as a grid-point or a spectral model;
in our case we chose the grid-point version. HARMONIE is a spectral limitedarea model with the ALADIN non-hydrostatic dynamical core, developed by the
same consortium in collaboration with ALADIN and ECMWF. The analysis
was performed on the spectra from 6-hour forecasts, averaged over 15 cases.
Horizontal resolution of HARMONIE model is 5.5 km and of HIRLAM 11 km.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Same as Fig. 3.10, but for the spectral model HARMONIE (left) and
grid-point model HIRLAM (right, courtesy of Nils Gustafsson). Due to different models,
the axes are not directly comparable. For HIRLAM, the wavenumber is defined as
Lx {λ.

The results show that although the stratospheric maximum is sensitive to different
model settings in terms of its shape, it is present in all the displayed cases. Even
though this section offered just a glimpse of the comparison of different models,
we can say that the dominant role of divergence in the stratosphere, if an artefact,
is not only an ALADIN artefact, but can also be seen in the HIRLAM model.
A further insight could be obtained by performing a set of tests with different
physical processes in the model switched off and by performing an in-depth study
comparing different NWP models; however, further research of this phenomenon
in real NWP models is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Spatial analysis using structure functions

3.5

Frehlich and Sharman (2008) argued that the use of the spectral methods for
the computation of the spectra of limited-area models distorts the results by
deforming the fields with the periodization procedure. They suggested the use of
structure functions, which compute the variability of the fields in grid-point space.
Structure functions are statistical moments of the difference of wind velocities
between two points separated by a variable distance. The second-order structure
functions with slopes of 2{3 correspond to the 5{3 slopes of the spectra.
An example of the structure functions, applied to ALADIN forecasts of u and
v components of the wind vector, is shown in Fig. 3.19. Time averaging was
done over the same one-month period as before and vertical averaging enclosed
the model levels between 9 and 11 km height, corresponding to Fig. 3.1. The
model is in good agreement to the aircraft data at the largest scales and for the
structure functions in north-south direction (parallel to the separation vector in
north-south case, transversal to it in east-west case) also for short scales.
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Figure 3.19: Second-order structure functions for ALADIN model, averaged over model
levels between 9 and 11 km, are shown for the parallel (DLL ) and transverse structure
function (DN N ) in the east-west (left) and north-south direction (right).

The use of structure functions presents an obvious advantage to the energy spectra
in case of a limited domain because the question of periodicity is fully avoided.
However, the focus of the thesis is on the problem of kinetic energy spectra of
limited-area models, therefore further scale analysis with structure functions is
outside the scope of this work.
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The impact of periodization
methods on the spectra
4
Introduction

4.1

The results in the previous chapter demonstrated that the choice of the periodization method can produce significant differences in the spectra at higher
altitudes. The comparison of stratospheric kinetic energy spectra in ALADIN
using the detrending and the E-zone methods is presented in Fig. 4.1 left. There
is a significant difference between the two spectra at scales above 50 km, which
is approximately the width of the extension zone. The difference proved to be
sensitive to the width of the extension zone: when increasing the number of grid
points from standard 11 to 25, the affected scales occurred at about 90 km and
larger (Fig. 4.1 right). From these two plots we cannot conclude whether the
difference in the spectra is only caused by the deformation of spectra by one or
by both methods. Additionally, even when demonstrating the deformation by the
E-zone, it is not possible to determine whether the largest scales experience an
equal impact or no impact at all. These questions motivated the here presented
study.

Figure 4.1: Kinetic energy spectra of ALADIN/SI model with 4.4 km horizontal resolution, averaged over model levels between 5 and 250 hPa. Left: Comparison of ALADIN
detrended spectra and spectra with 11 point E-zone. Right: Comparison of ALADIN
spectra with 11 and 25 points in the E-zone.
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In our research we wish to systematically evaluate the impact that the methods of
periodization, presented in Chapter 2 (namely the extension zone, the detrending
method and the discrete cosine transform), have on the kinetic energy spectra. The
impact is estimated by performing a simplified experiment, in which the simulated
fields to be periodized have a known spectrum. The fields are constructed in
spectral space, including random perturbations, and transformed to grid-point
space, where the periodization is performed. The fields are then transformed back
to spectral space and their new spectrum is compared to the original one. The
impact of the periodization method can therefore be seen as a departure from
the prescribed spectrum.
The tool to perform this simplified experiment was formulated and numerically
coded by Nils Gustafsson, as well as the tool to compute the structure functions.
For the purpose of this study, I adapted the tool to include several periodization
techniques and for the application of structure functions to ALADIN fields, which
were presented in the previous chapter.

4.2 Simulation of fields obeying a known energy spectrum
The experiment is based on random fields, generated in a way that they correspond
to wind fields obeying the K 5{3 kinetic energy spectrum. Such random fields can
be constructed as follows. We represent the wind field in spectral space by the
Fourier series coefficients ûkl , v̂kl where k and l are the horizontal wavenumbers
in the x and y direction, respectively. A random wind field obeying a specified
kinetic energy spectrum S pK q can be generated by the following equations:
ûkl  ApK qGRe
ipApK qGIm
u
u q,
Re
v̂kl  ApK qGv
ipApK qGIm
v q
where
ApK q 

r

S pK q
.
2πK

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.3)

Im
Re
Im
Parameters GRe
u , Gu , Gv and Gv are normally distributed (Gaussian) random
numbers with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 1. The
√ factor 2πK follows
from an integration over all wavenumbers obeying K  k 2 l2 to obtain the
total kinetic energy for this particular two-dimensional wavenumber.

For the presented experiment the given spectrum is set to S pK q  K 5{3 and the
domain size (Nx , Ny ) to 432  432 grid points. The created spectral fields are
transformed to grid-point space by inverse FFT, where for the cases with the
extension zone the data matrix is reduced by the width of the extension zone (to
Nxi , Nyi ). Note that the outer domain remains the same for all the discussed
methods; thus the wider extension zone means a reduction of the inner, physical
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field. After the application of the selected method for periodization, the fields
are transformed back to spectral space by two-dimensional FFT and their new
kinetic energy spectrum is compared to the original one.

The impact of periodization on the energy spectrum

4.3

In this section we discuss the kinetic energy spectra for the following methods of
periodization: the extension zone with trigonometric function, with spline function
and with Boyd window as means of periodization, as well as the detrending and
the discrete cosine transform. Those methods that are exactly the same as used
in the NWP models are named after the models that use them. The results,
based on averaging over 500 realizations of the random wind field, are depicted
in Fig. 4.2. For the methods that make use of the extension zone, the spectra
for two different widths (18 and 48 grid points) are presented. For the ALADIN
method, we show two sets of spectra – one after the spline function (referred to
as ALADIN) and the other after applying the smoothing to the periodized fields
(as done operationally; referred to as ALADIN SMOOTH).
The scale dependence in this experiment is expressed in terms of wavenumbers,
contrary to our previous use of wavelength. The reason for this originates in the
nature of this experiment: because the fields are arbitrary, the grid-point spacing
does not have units and using wavelength could be misleading.
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Figure 4.2: Kinetic energy spectra for all the discussed techniques. The results with two
widths of the extension zone are presented for HIRLAM, ALADIN and Boyd methods:
a narrower one with 18 points (left) and a wider one with 48 points (right).

The resulting spectra show significant differences among the methods under
investigation: while Boyd and detrending methods remain very close to the
original spectrum, there is an artificial increase of energy for the ALADIN and
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HIRLAM methods. The similar shapes of spectra for these two methods show that
the deformation is mainly a consequence of the extension zone geometry and not
of the function used for the periodization. For the extension zone width of 18 grid
points the added (excess) energy increases gradually from wavenumber about 10
towards shorter scales. For the 48-point zone, this process is also observed, but
the most distinctive feature of the spectra is a bump, centred approximately at
wavenumber 8. A smaller bump can actually also be seen in the 18-point zone
for the HIRLAM method, centred at about wavenumber 25.
In the wide extension zone, the ALADIN SMOOTH spectrum first follows the
ALADIN spectrum in the bump region, but descends from it and approaches the
original spectrum at about wavenumber 50. Towards the shortest scales (at about
wavenumber 60), the amplitude of the spectrum becomes even smaller than the
original K 5{3 because the smoothing operator filters out some of the short-scale
waves. The spectrum slope of ALADIN SMOOTH method is thus steeper than
the original one.
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Figure 4.3: The ratio between the periodized spectrum and the original K 5{3 for the
detrending method, the discrete cosine transform and the Boyd method for several
widths of the extension zone.

The geometry of the domain in Fig. 4.2 left is very similar to the ALADIN
model setup in the previous chapter. Comparison of these simple spectra to
Fig. 4.1, where ALADIN SMOOTH method was applied to the real forecast
fields, helps to comment the results with the real fields: the smoothing operator
efficiently removes the excess short-scale energy, added by the extension zone,
and for this reason the spectra of extension zone (ALADIN SMOOTH) and
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detrending methods match below the scales of 50 km. The larger scale bump
however still remains, and causes the deviation of the extension zone spectra from
the detrended spectra.

Fig. 4.3 shows the ratio between the computed spectra and the prescribed K 5{3
for the detrending method, the DCT, and for several widths of the extension zone
for the Boyd method. At large scales, all spectra exceed the energy of the original
field and slowly approach it towards shorter scales. The ratio remains stable for
wavenumbers above 20. The spectrum of the detrending method remains above
the amplitude of K 5{3 at all scales while the Boyd method loses some of the
initial energy, depending on the size of the extension zone. The best match to the
original spectra presents the DCT method. The differences among the spectra
are small compared to the impact of ALADIN and HIRLAM methods, on which
we focus next.

Figure 4.4: Kinetic energy spectra for HIRLAM and ALADIN methods for several
widths of the extension zone.

For HIRLAM and ALADIN methods, the spectra with several widths of the
extension zone are shown in Fig. 4.4. The deformation of the spectra increases
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and moves upscale with increasing size of the E-zone, showing the desirability of
a narrow extension zone for a smaller impact. The location of the bump shifts
nearly linearly towards smaller wavenumbers. This confirms that the location
of the bump is closely related to the width of the extension zone. ALADIN
SMOOTH resembles ALADIN at large scales but the ratio reduces significantly
for shorter scales due to the smoothing effect. A similar ratio as in Fig. 4.2 is
shown in Fig. 4.5 for the HIRLAM and ALADIN spectra. Because for these two
methods there are no special requests for size of the extension zone, periodization
was done for 25 widths, from 0 to 216 grid points, increasing the width of the
extension zone by 8 grid points. The size of the extension zone in per cent of
the full field is shown on y axis. While such large sizes of the extension zone are
not used in practice, these plots emphasize the importance of the extension zone
width to the location of the bump and the overall deformation of the spectrum.

Figure 4.5: The ratio between the periodized spectrum and the original K 5{3 for several
widths of the extension zone for HIRLAM, ALADIN and ALADIN SMOOTH methods.
The ratio between the size of the extension zone and the full domain is shown on y axis.

To further investigate the large energy values in ALADIN and HIRLAM spectra,
we perform a one-dimensional Fourier transform separately for the grid lines in
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the extension zone (lines Nxi 1 to Nx ) and for the grid lines in the physical
field (lines 1 to Nxi ). The latter should enclose the effect of periodization in one
line while the former show a cross-section along the extension zone and thus the
effect of performing periodization line-by-line. Additionally, the spectra only in
the extension zone include the large values in the top right corner.

Figure 4.6: Average one-dimensional spectra only in the extension zone (EZONE, solid
lines) and only in the physical field (PF, dashed lines) for HIRLAM, ALADIN and
ALADIN SMOOTH methods.

The analysis for Fig. 4.6 was performed for the width of the extension zone of 48
grid points. Averaging the one-dimensional spectra in the physical field (with only
the last 48 points reaching in the extension zone) shows that the added energy
only occurs at scales larger than the width of the extension zone. The reason for
this is in the fact that the spline or trigonometric functions complete the series of
data with shapes varying from a single wave towards a flat line, which therefore
projects the added energy on the scales which correspond to waves larger than
the extension zone. Smoothing the ALADIN method fields reduces the added
energy (seen already in Fig. 2.1, leaving a nearly flat spectrum.
Averaging over the lines in the extension zone gives much larger amplitudes of
the spectra across all scales. The large scale contribution is higher than in the
previous case and is not affected by the smoothing operator. We assume that this
is the energy at the top right corner, which was not included in the physical-field
spectra. There is also some additional energy towards shorter scales, which was
not present when averaging in the physical field. This part of the spectra most
likely comes from treating the matrix line-by-line, column-by-column, which was
also not encapsulated in the physical-field spectra. This shorter-scale excess
energy is however efficiently removed by applying the smoothing filter.
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This analysis of the one-dimensional spectra of ALADIN and HIRLAM methods
enabled us a valuable insight into the structure of the spectra. To summarize,
the bump at large scales occurs for two reasons: one is the periodization function,
which completes the data with shapes that vary from one wave to a flat line, the
other is the extreme values in the top right corner of the periodized domain, which
is encapsulated in the spectra in the extension zone. The short-scale excess energy
comes from line-by-line treatment of the variable fields. Although the smoothing
operator does not work on the extreme values in the top right corner of the
domain, it efficiently filters out the short-scale noise and some of the large-scale
energy. The excess energy in the final version of the ALADIN fields (Fig. 4.1)
therefore mainly comes from treatment of the top right corner of the domain.

4.4 Discussion
We presented the limited-area model spectra, obtained with different periodization
methods. Further, for the methods that make use of the extension zone, we
investigated the impact of different widths of this area. While narrower extension
zones are desired for lower computational costs, the application of larger extension
zones in variational data assimilation is needed since horizontal correlations are
represented spectrally, and in case too narrow extension zones are applied there
may be an artificial influence of observations situated close to one of the lateral
boundaries on grid points close to the lateral boundaries on the opposite side of
the domain through such a narrow extension zone.
This research however suggests that when studying the spectra of a limited-area
model, a narrower extension zone is preferred, if not at all avoided. The original
HIRLAM and ALADIN algorithms should not be applied over wide extension
zones since the constraint on preservation of normal gradients together with the
selected extrapolation functions leads to strong amplification of variations inside
the extension zone.
The position of the bump in the large-scale part of spectrum is related to the
width of the extension zone; its source are the large values in the top right
corner of the periodized grid-point field. The shorter scale noise is a consequence
of treating the matrix line-by-line, column-by-column. This excess energy is
efficiently removed by the smoothing filter, but even after this correction the
spectrum does not match the original – it remains too steep.
For the investigation of the model slopes, ALADIN, ALADIN SMOOTH and
HIRLAM methods should not be used because they deform the shape of the
spectra at all scales. If however comparison to the observations is not investigated
(e.g. when tuning different filters), these methods can still be used (with caution).
With reference to the spectra of the ALADIN model (Section 3.3), it appears
that the impact of the extension zone is not only dependent on its width but also
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on the amount of energy in physical space. Fig. 3.13 showed that the impact
reduced from stratosphere to PBL, consistently with the increasing amount of
energy at short scales as the spectra shallow towards the surface.
The other method that makes use of the extension zone, the Boyd method,
produces more correct slopes and the spectral amplitudes are closer to the
prescribed spectra. The larger extension zone still affects the results, but to a
much smaller extent. The Boyd method is from this point of view a suitable
method for replacing the existing spline interpolation in ALADIN model.
The spectra obtained by the cosine transform and by the detrending method
match the original spectra well. These two methods are suitable for use for
analytical purposes, because, contrary to Boyd, no additional data from outside
the model domain is required. They are however not appropriate for use in
spectral modelling, for which one must make use of one of the above methods.
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The energy spectra during the
spin-up process
5
Overview

5.1

In the first few hours of forecast, the initial conditions are adapting to the model
equations in the so-called spin-up process. The source of the spin-up process
is a combination of deficiencies in physical parameterizations and initial values
for the model (Donner and Rasch, 1989). Additionally, for limited-area models
that obtain initial conditions by downscaling, another source originates in the
difference of resolution between the host and the nested model.
The spin-up process is within NWP context usually defined as an adjustment
process during which the NWP model approaches "a discretized model equation
compliant 3D state" (Fischer and Auger, 2011). This process can thus be seen as
an initialization problem, during which short-lived imbalances resolve, either by
diffusion or by damping processes. The time scale and intensity of the process
are of large significance to the quality of forecast fields in the initial hours of
integration.
The energy in the mesoscale is produced by physical processes such as convection
and surface forcings or it can be transferred from larger scales by cascade. Therefore the lack of mesoscale variability in the global model is corrected by the LAM
through all of these processes.
Even in the case of data assimilation in a LAM, the kinetic energy spectrum
may not be fully developed at the initial state of the forecast. With the shortage
of mesoscale observations the analysis lacks mesoscale variability, so the highresolution NWP would be impossible without a plausible spin-up of the spectrum
at the scales that are not initialized. In the initial hours of integration the
model builds up the lacking energy. Even in advanced data assimilation systems
currently used, the initial fields do not necessarily satisfy the model equations due
to various numerical reasons in data assimilation deficiencies (such as incremental
minimization and non-linearity). Thus, the spin-up can still occur to some extent.
The conventional way of examining the spin-up process is through the kinetic
energy spectrum, through time evolution of the surface pressure and by observing
how realistic the physical fields are in the first hours of integration. We focus
on the model kinetic energy spectrum; in particular, the goal is to determine
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whether there are and what are the differences in the spin-up process of vorticity
and divergence fields in the ALADIN model.

5.2 The spin-up of rotational and divergent energy
In this chapter, we observe the ALADIN spectra in the first six hours of forecast,
distinguishing between the spectra of downscaled initial fields (denoted by INIT)
and the spectra after the initialization process – DFI (denoted by 0000). The
method for periodization used is detrending. The preparation of the initial
conditions for this experiment was presented in the Methodology section. The
selected initialization is a typical setup, used in the operational forecasts.
The aircraft observations showed the kinetic energy spectrum to be isotropic in
the zonal and meridional direction while Frehlich and Sharman (2008) on the
other hand found for North America an enhancement of energy in the longitudinal
spectrum, which they associated to the mountain waves. In our case, the spin-up
of u and v components resemble one another and can be considered isotropic
(as demonstrated for PBL in Fig. 5.1). This could also be a consequence of the
selected model domain (Europe), which does not have a prevailing direction of
the orography.
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Figure 5.1: Monthly and vertically averaged kinetic energy spectra of u and v wind
components in the PBL for the first six hours of forecast.

The spin-up process of rotational and divergent kinetic energy in the three
atmospheric layers, depicted in Fig. 5.2, shows that the intensity of the process is
very height-dependent and that there are significant differences in the process
between the two variables, particularly in the PBL and in the stratosphere.
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Figure 5.2: Vertically averaged spectra of rotational and divergent kinetic energy in the
stratosphere, the free troposphere and the PBL for the first six hours of forecast.

The scales affected by the spin-up range from the smallest resolved scales up
to 300 km and more. ALADIN spin-up adds energy even at scales that are
larger than the global model’s resolution. The reasons for this are probably the
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differences between the two models applied, higher orography in the nested model,
the effective resolution of the global model and the interactions among processes
of different sizes – the non-linearity in equations causes the added energy at some
wavelength to transport up and down the spectrum as well.
In the stratosphere, the divergent energy spin-up affects a wide range of scales and
the energy build-up is significant. The opposite is true for the rotational energy:
the spin-up process is nearly absent. In the free troposphere, the differences
between the two variables are smaller: the scales affected are about the same and
so is the amount of added energy. PBL is the layer in which the spin-up process
is the most noticeable. The spin-up process in vorticity resembles the one in u
and v components of the wind vector while the divergent energy spin-up is much
faster.
Spin-up is most intense in the first hours of integration; more than half of all the
missing energy is already gained in the first two hours of forecast. The process
is faster in the divergence field, most likely due to the faster propagation of
inertio-gravity waves, left after the interpolation and DFI initialization.
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Figure 5.3: The difference between the spectrum at hour +0000 and the spectrum at hour
+0006 for vorticity (left) and divergence (right) at selected model levels (approximate
pressure levels are stated for simplification).

The initialization process enables the adaptation of the downscaled fields to the
model equations while at the same time filtering out the fast waves above the
designated frequency. Its benefits are most noticeable in the PBL, where the
downscaled fields contain practically no energy below the global model’s horizontal
resolution. This height dependent shape of the downscaled spectrum is a property
of the downscaling process. Here, the DFI already produces the majority of the
missing energy. The difference in the speed of the adaptation between the two
variables is here also most noticeable: after the DFI, only about 25% of rotational
energy in the PBL is achieved compared to about 45% for divergent energy. In
this layer the speed of the process is also most scale dependent, with shorter
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scales building-up faster than the larger ones.
In other two layers, the changes in spectra after the DFI are much smaller, and
the fast waves at short scales are filtered out. This is most easily observed for
the rotational energy in the stratosphere, where the DFI causes the rotational
energy reduction at all scales, most significantly below about 50 km.
Fig. 5.3 illustrates the vertical distribution of the added kinetic energy from
hour 0 (after the DFI) to hour 6 for selected model levels. For both variables the
amount of the added energy reduces with height, suggesting that the orography is
the most important factor in the spin-up process. The largest amount of divergent
energy is added at the lowest level at all scales, with the largest difference among
the layers occurring at shortest scales. For vorticity, the lowest level receives the
most energy only at scales below 15 km; at larger scales, more energy is added in
the upper PBL and in the lower free troposphere. These are also the levels of
divergent energy minimum (Fig. 3.7), where the rotational part of kinetic energy
is dominant over the divergent one down to scales of 30 km.

Figure 5.4: The vertical dependence of spectral slopes at hours 0, 3 and 6 for rotational
and divergent kinetic energy (left) and for total kinetic energy (right). The curves at
hour 6 are the same as in Fig. 3.5.

During the adaptation process, changes occur also in the slopes of atmospheric
spectra. Fig. 5.4 shows the evolution of the slope of the rotational, divergent, and
total kinetic energy spectrum. The spectrum slope is computed by a linear fit
between scales of 150 km and 30 km. The adjustment is not uniform with height:
the total kinetic energy spectrum below 750 hPa reaches the final slope already
after 3 hours of integration, while at upper levels, the majority of adjustment
happens only in the last three hours. This is also true for the slopes of rotational
and divergent energy, but the transition region is larger in the rotational energy
spectra and occurs at higher levels compared to divergent energy (800 – 600 hPa
vs. 900 - 800 hPa).
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The spin-up process appears to be nearly finished after six hours; this can be seen
from the progressively smaller changes in the spectra towards the sixth hour and
the theoretically expected slope of the spectrum at the end of our integration.
We however cannot be entirely sure that this is the case because the forecasts of
a longer range were not available for the study.

5.3 Increasing the horizontal resolution of the host model
For the previously presented spin-up process we used the initial conditions from
the ECMWF global forecasts with approximately 80 km resolution in meridional
and 57 km in zonal direction, which makes the ratio of 15–20 between the driving
and the nested model. A second experiment was conducted in order to observe the
spin-up in the latest operational forecasts. While the ALADIN setup remained
the same, the initial and boundary conditions were provided by the ARPEGE
global model with horizontal resolution of 10 km. This means that the ratio
between the nested and the host model reduced to about 2. The orography
resolution of all three models is shown in Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Orography resolutions for the three models used: ECMWF (left) and
ARPEGE (middle) as the host models with coarser and finer horizontal resolution and
ALADIN (right) as the nested model. Courtesy of Benedikt Strajnar.

For this experiment 24 consecutive cases in September of 2011 were studied
(matching the flat orography experiment). The different time period is not
considered important in this study due to insensitivity of the spectra to seasonal
variations (Nastrom and Gage, 1985).
The temporal evolution of divergence and vorticity spectra is presented in Fig. 5.6.
The spin-up is now much more limited to small scales, compared to the results
presented in Fig. 5.2. In the free troposphere, the spin-up affects the smaller
scales, up to 100 km and in the PBL to 60 km, which is approximately the
effective resolution of ARPEGE. During the initialization, most of the missing
energy in the PBL already develops while the increase in energy is less noticeable
in the free troposphere. These plots suggest that the spin-up is nearly finished
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Figure 5.6: Same as in Fig. 5.2, but with ARPEGE as the host model, for the free
troposphere (top) and the PBL (bottom).

after the first two hours of forecast. The main features in the rotational and
divergent spectra remain the same.
The differences in the process between the PBL and the free troposphere remain
similar to the previous experiment, with the largest amount of energy added in
the PBL and the adjustment occurring more rapidly in the same layer. The scales
affected are in both experiments larger in the free troposphere than in the PBL.
It can be concluded that the low-level model fields quickly adjust to a locally
improved orography at small coupling ratios.
The importance of the orography forcings for spin-up is further illustrated by the
experiment with flat orography, which was already presented in 3.2.2. Fig. 5.7
shows the spin-up process for rotational and divergent kinetic energy in the PBL.
Apart from the already observed orography impact on the slopes of the spectra,
we can also notice that the spin-up process looks much more similar for the
two variables. The amount of energy actually reduces with time because not all
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Figure 5.7: The spin-up process in the PBL in the experiment with flat orography.

information about the orography is removed by the initialization process and
so the fields take longer to adapt. This plot suggests that the orography is the
main generator of the added variability and of the differences in spin-up between
the rotational and divergent components of the flow. It is also possible that the
horizontal diffusion adds to this non-equal effect on the two variables because of
its flow-dependent properties. Further investigation of the impacts was however
outside the scope of this research.
To conclude, the spectra of rotational and divergent kinetic energy reveal noticeable differences in the spin-up process. The differences occur in the amount
of added energy, the affected scales and the vertical dependence of the process
intensity. The process is most intense at the scales between the effective resolution
of the regional and the global model. The duration of the spin-up process depends
on the resolution ratio between the nested model and the host model. In our case,
it took about six hours for the ALADIN-ECMWF resolution ratio about 20 and
about two hours for the ALADIN-ARPEGE case with resolution ratio about 2.
The points we wish to make with this research are the following:
1. The spin-up process differs for the rotational and divergent kinetic energy
spectra; the process is faster and the amount of added energy is larger for
divergent energy.
2. The intensity of the process differs among atmospheric layers and so do the
differences between the two variables. In the stratosphere, divergent energy
spectrum experiences a larger energy increase compared to rotational energy
and the range of affected scales is larger. In the free troposphere there are
hardly any differences. In the PBL, both variables experience the largest
adjustment to the model equations. In this layer the speed of the spin-up
process is most scale dependent, increasing towards shorter wavelengths.
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Conclusions and outlook
Properties of atmospheric circulation are often represented by the partition of
energy among the spatial scales – the kinetic energy spectra. The kinetic energy
spectra have primarily been used for the analysis of the global models for NWP.
For LAMs, the computation of spectra is a non-trivial task and it has not been
undertaken often.
In any model, the structure of computed spectra contains information coming from
assimilated observations, from dynamics of data assimilation and the dynamical
and physical properties of the applied model. The various characteristics can
be better understood if the kinetic energy spectra are split into divergent and
rotational components. The two components correspond to the balanced and
unbalanced (inertio-gravity) motions. In general, the role of unbalanced waves
in the dynamics of the mesoscale, the analysis uncertainties, model errors and
development of forecast errors still needs to be precisely evaluated, not only on
mesoscale, but also on large scales (Žagar et al., 2009, 2011). Even though there
is no exact equivalence between divergence and inertio-gravity flow on the one
side and vorticity and quasi-geostrophic flow on the other, divergence can be
considered as a good proxy for the inertio-gravity or unbalanced motions at subsynoptic scales in the mid-latitudes. Thus we can use the kinetic energy spectra
of the rotational and divergent circulation to study properties of atmospheric
processes at different wavelengths in three-dimensional space and time.
The unbalanced part of global energy has been estimated to about 10% of the
total wave energy (Žagar et al., 2009, 2012). For the mid-latitude mesoscale case
similar estimates of divergent kinetic energy and its spatio-temporal variability are
not available. Furthermore, observations do not cover scales and layers which are
most interesting for the mesoscale processes. This provides a strong motivation
for the computation of the rotational and divergent energy spectra in mesoscale
NWP models in the mid-latitudes.
In many countries weather forecasting is performed by using limited-area models.
The purpose of regional models is an increase in resolution over a smaller area and
therefore the representation of weather processes on smaller (meso-) scales. In
Slovenia, the spectral model ALADIN is applied, which is a result of international
cooperation of several European and African countries.
The question of divergent energy contribution in the mesoscale in this thesis is
approached by using the high-resolution forecasts over a limited domain, provided
by the ALADIN model with 4.4 km grid spacing. The research deals with the
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role of divergence in atmospheric energetics at scales around 100 km and smaller
which are not resolved by the global NWP and climate models.
Two research topics addressed in the thesis are the following:
• the problem of formulation of periodic fields for the spectral limited-area
models, and
• the scale-dependent quantification of divergent (versus rotational) energy
in limited-area mesoscale models.
The undertaken analysis of divergent and rotational kinetic energy spectra in the
ALADIN model is made complicated by two issues. First of all, the computation
of the divergent and rotational kinetic energy spectra for a limited domain
is a difficult problem, approached by several possible methods. The second
problem is that we are interested in motion scales and levels for which there
are few observations present and which are known to be significantly influenced
by different model parameterizations and the applied horizontal diffusion (e.g.
Skamarock, 2004; Bengtsson et al., 2012). Because the addressed scales are the
model’s grey zone, the results should be discussed with caution.
With these limitations in mind, two sets of results for divergent and rotational
energy in ALADIN are obtained: we compare the results produced by the standard
ALADIN approach for the spectra computation with that commonly used in
mesoscale models based on detrending the data. Similar to studies based on global
models, we apply the operational model results which represent the best dataset
the ALADIN model is capable to produce in its NWP application. The presented
results are based on a one-month long dataset of twice daily 6-hr forecasts for
July 2007.
The results show that through most of the troposphere, the kinetic energy
spectrum at scales around 100 km and smaller is reasonably well characterized by
the K 5{3 power-law while in the boundary layer, the spectrum becomes shallower,
indicating the importance of the orography forcings.
At scales below 300 km, about 50% of kinetic energy in the free troposphere is
divergent energy. The percentage increases towards 70% at the surface and in the
upper troposphere towards 100 hPa. In two layers, at approximately 900 hPa and
between 500 hPa and 400 hPa, rotational energy dominates on all scales larger
than the model effective resolution found to be at about 6∆x. At all levels, the
divergent energy spectra are characterized by shallower slopes than the rotational
energy spectra.
The maximal percentage of divergent energy in the total kinetic energy at the
same level is found at stratospheric levels around 100 hPa and at scales below
100 km, which are not represented by the global models analysed so far. This
result calls for further studies with high-resolution models and comparisons with
observations. A similar divergent energy distribution is found also for several
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other versions of ALADIN and also for the HARMONIE model and a grid-point
version of the HIRLAM model.
Although the obtained percentages of divergent energy are independent of the
method applied for the periodization, comparing the spectra obtained by detrending with the standard ALADIN method based on the extension zone exposed
significant differences in the shape of the spectra, particularly in the stratosphere.
The spectra produced by the ALADIN approach are characterized by a bump,
the location of which is correlated to the width of the extension zone.
The questions raised by this result led to further research in an idealised framework
using artificial fields with a prescribed energy spectrum. The impact of the applied
methods for periodization is accessed through the departure of the spectrum of
periodized fields from the prescribed one. The methods under investigation are
the HIRLAM and ALADIN methods (the latter with and without the smoothing
operator), the Boyd window, the detrending method and the discrete cosine
transform.
The results reveal a significant effect of the extension zone in HIRLAM and
ALADIN methods on the shape of the spectra. The majority of the additional
energy (the so-called bump) seems to be related to the treatment of top right
corner of the domain. The remaining impact comes from the applied extension
functions at the end of each line and column and from treating the two-dimensional
variables line-by-line and column-by-column. Although the latter influence is
in ALADIN model efficiently filtered out by the smoothing operator, the final
slopes poorly match the theoretical prescribed solution. It is concluded that the
ALADIN and HIRLAM periodization methods are not adequate for the study
of the slopes of the spectra nor for the comparison of the model spectra to the
observations. The discrete cosine transform, the detrending and the Boyd method
produce spectra which much better fit the theoretically expected solutions.
Finally, this research investigates the spin-up process in the ALADIN model by
presenting the rotational and divergent energy spectra during the first hours of
forecast. It is shown that the spin-up process is faster for the divergent component
of the model circulation, most likely due to faster propagation of inertia-gravity
waves generated either by the downscaling process or an imperfect initialization
procedure. The amount of the kinetic energy added during the early stage of the
forecast is larger for divergent energy than for rotational energy and closer to
the ground, due to orographic forcing and possibly also due to applied numerical
diffusion.

Outlook Divergence is a control variable in data assimilation in mesoscale
NWP models meaning that the energy spectra of analysis increments are greatly
influenced by the imposed balance constraint in the background-error term for
data assimilation. The question arising from our study is therefore whether
similar results regarding the distribution of rotational and divergent energy in the
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analysis and forecast fields would also be obtained for the forecast-error fields. For
now, the error growth is assumed to be linear (Berre, 2000), which is in principle
a good approximation for the synoptic scales, yet this is not necessarily true for
the mesoscale (Tribbia and Baumhefner, 2004). Therefore our ongoing research
studies possible differences in error growth between vorticity and divergence fields
and possible relation of error spectra with the spectra of the basic fields.
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Razširjen povzetek
Uvod

8
8.1

Naše osnovno razumevanje dinamike atmosfere temelji na kvazi-geostrofski teoriji,
ki dobro opisuje predvsem sinoptične razmere. Za opis atmosferskih procesov na
mezoskali (1-100 km) je njena uporaba manj primerna, saj se tu odvijajo številni
ageostrofski in nehidrostatični procesi (na primer konvekcija, orografski valovi).
Razumevanje njihove dinamike zahteva poleg obravnave vrtinčnosti tudi obravnavo divergence, torej tako kvazi-geostrofskih kot tudi inercijsko-težnostnih gibanj
(Waite in Snyder, 2009). Pomanjkanje opazovanj visoke ločljivosti, še posebej
meritev vetra v spodnji troposferi, dodatno otežujejo vpogled v te procese, zato
so numerični modeli pogosto edino razpoložljivo orodje za raziskave mezoskalne
dinamike.
Temeljno vprašanje, zastavljeno v tej disertaciji, je, kako je kinetična energija v
atmosferi porazdeljena med rotacijska in divergentna gibanja in kako se razmerje
med njima spreminja v odvisnosti od višine in od valovne dolžine procesov.
Osnovno orodje za to analizo predstavljajo spektri kinetične energije v spektralnem
modelu za omejeno območje ALADIN.
Spektri kinetične energije predstavljajo meteorologom orodje pri raziskavah interakcij vremenskih sistemov različnih dimenzij in omogočajo oceno verodostojnosti
numeričnih modelov preko njihove primerjave z opazovanji. Prvi spektri kinetične
energije atmosfere, pridobljeni iz meritev vetra, so se pojavili konec sedemdesetih
let prejšnjega stoletja. V najbolj znanem članku na to temo, Nastrom in Gage
(1985), sta avtorja analizirala obširen set podatkov letalskih meritev s preko 6900
leti in pokazala, da je na sinoptičnih skalah naklon spektra odvisen od valovnega
števila kot K 3 , pri približno 300–400 km pa preide v K 5{3 . Njuni rezultati so
neodvisni od letnega časa, zemljepisne širine in lokacije v troposferi ali stratosferi.
Naklon na sinoptičnih skalah dobro pojasnjuje teorija o kvazi-geostrofski turbulenci (Kolmogorov, 1941), medtem ko je razlog za naklon na mezoskali še vedno
predmet raziskav. Dve najbolj razširjeni teoriji sta dvodimenzionalna turbulenca
z antikaskado energije proti velikim skalam (Kraichnan, 1967) in tridimenzionalna
turbulenca s kaskado energije proti manjšim skalam (Kolmogorov, 1941).
Ker se je razvoj modelov za numerično napovedovanje vremena začel z globalnimi
modeli, so tudi prvi modelski spektri kinetične energije pridobljeni iz globalnih
modelov. Izračun spektrov je v tem primeru enostaven, saj so polja že periodična
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in tako transformacija iz mrežnega v spektralni prostor ne predstavlja težav.
Raziskave so pokazale, da globalni modeli dobro opišejo naklon K 3 , prehod v
naklon K 5{3 pa ni vedno prisoten – odvisen je od efektivne ločljivosti modela in
kakovosti opisa konvektivnih procesov na manjših skalah.
Uporaba Helmholtzevega teorema omogoča enostaven izračun vrtinčnosti in
divergence iz komponent vetra, zato je analiza kinetične energije rotacijske in
divergentne komponente toka pogosto sestavni del študij modelskih spektrov.
Koshyk in sodelavci (1999) so pokazali, da sta vrtinčnost in divergenca približno
enako pomembni v stratosferi in mezosferi, v zgornji troposferi pa prevladuje
vrtinčnost. Ker imajo spektri divergentne komponente toka manjši naklon in ker
prehod iz naklona K 3 v K 5{3 sovpada s skalo, kjer postane energija divergentnih
gibanj dominantna, je ena od mogočih razlag za spremembo naklona naraščajoča
vloga inercijsko-težnostnih valov na mezoskali. Žagar in sodelavci (2009) so z
uporabo normalnih načinov ocenili, da je približno 10% globalne energije povezane
z inercijsko-težnostnimi gibanji. Večina te energije izvira v tropih ali je posledica
globalnih orografskih ovir.
Za podobno oceno razmerja med energijo v rotacijski in energijo v divergentni
komponenti toka na mezoskali zmernih zemljepisnih širin je potrebno uporabiti model za omejeno območje. Raziskave spektrov takih modelov so redkejše,
saj je za njihov izračun potrebno premostiti težavo neperiodičnih polj. Najpogosteje uporabljene metode za periodizacijo polj so območje biperiodizacije
(ang. extension zone), odstranitev trenda (ang. detrending) in diskretna kosinusna transformacija. Dodatno možnost za prostorsko analizo pa predstavljajo
še strukturne funkcije, ki se periodizaciji povsem izognejo.
Z uporabo metode odstranitve trenda je Skamarock (2004) predstavil spektre
modela WRF, ki zajame tako naklon na sinoptičnih skalah kot tudi prehod v
manjši naklon na mezoskali in se torej dobro ujema s spektrom letalskih meritev.
Ta in podobne raziskave tako potrjujejo, da so modeli sposobni opisati prehajanje
kinetične energije med različnimi skalami in torej predstavljajo sprejemljivo orodje
za analizo mezoskalne dinamike.
V tej disertaciji so s pomočjo modela za omejeno območje ALADIN/SI podrobneje
naslovljena naslednja vprašanja:
• Glede na neenostaven izračun spektrov nad omejenim območjem, kakšen je
vpliv različnih metod za periodizacijo na lastnosti spektrov?
• Kakšen je v modelu ALADIN/SI povprečen prispevek kinetične energije
divergentne komponente toka glede na energijo v rotacijski komponenti?
• Kako se porazdelitev kinetične energije med rotacijsko in divergentno komponento toka spremeni v odvisnosti od višine in valovne dolžine procesov?
• Kakšne so lastnosti spektrov kinetične energije glede na inicializacijo modela
in proces prilagajanja začetnih pogojem modelskim enačbam?
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Metodologija

8.2

Metode periodizacije

8.2.1

Disertacija obravnava naslednje metode za periodizacijo: območje biperiodizacije
s trigonometričnimi funkcijami (kot v modelu HIRLAM), območje biperiodizacije
z zlepki (kot v modelu ALADIN), območje periodizacije z Boydovo metodo
(novejša možnost v modelu ALADIN), odstranitev trenda in diskretna kosinusna
transformacija. Med temi metodami so prve tri uporabne tudi za spektralno
modeliranje nad omejenim območjem, zadnji dve pa le za analizo spektrov, saj
spremenita vrednosti spremenljivk v polju. Delovanje obravnavanih metod je za
primer umetno ustvarjenega polja dimenzij 60  60 s širino območja biperiodizacije
18 točk predstavljeno na sliki 1 (periodizacija ene vrstice) in na slikah 2 in 3
(biperiodizacija celotnega polja).
3

2

HIRLAM
ALADIN
ALADIN SMOOTH
BOYD
DETREND
ORIGINAL

hitrost vetra
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0
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30

40
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Slika 1: Prikaz periodizacije ene vrstice za metode HIRLAM, ALADIN pred in po
glajenju (ALADIN in ALADIN SMOOTH), Boydovo metodo (BOYD) in metodo
odstranitve trenda (DETREND). ORIGINAL označuje začetni potek spremenljivke.
Navpične sive črte označujejo robove območja biperiodizacije.

Metode, ki uporabijo območje biperiodizacije (Haugen in Machenhauer, 1993),
ohranijo vrednosti v notranjosti polja nespremenjene, domeno pa povečajo z
dodatnim pasom točk, v katerih vrednosti z vzhodnega/severnega roba preidejo v
vrednosti na zahodnem/južnem robu. Metode se med seboj razlikujejo v načinu
tega prehoda. HIRLAM in ALADIN metodi uporabita trigonometrične funkcije in
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Slika 2: Umetno ustvarjena dvodimenzionalna polja vetra pred (zgoraj levo) in po
periodizaciji za metode HIRLAM, ALADIN in ALADIN SMOOTH, za Boydovo metodo
in za metodo odstranitve trenda.

zlepke, Boydova metoda pa uporabi vrednosti izven računske domene (vrednosti
dobi iz robnih pogojev globalnega modela) in izvede linearen prehod iz enega
poteka spremenljivke v drugega. V ALADIN-u je po postopku periodizacije
območje zglajeno z dvodimenzionalnim povprečenjem preko devetih točk za vsako
točko v tem območju. Metode z območjem biperiodizacije v spektrih energije
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Slika 3: Kot na sliki 2, a za diskretno kosinusno transformacijo (DCT). Periodizacija je
prikazana samo za x os.

vključujejo nefizikalne vrednosti iz tega območja.
Metoda odstranitve trenda (Errico, 1985) iz polja odstrani velikostne rede, ki
presegajo dimenzije domene in tako niso razločeni/zaznani. V vsaki vrstici in v
vsakem stolpcu izračuna linearni trend med prvo in zadnjo točko ter ga odstrani.
Tako se vrednosti prve in zadnje točke ujemajo, kar ustvari periodičnost polja.
Ta metoda spremeni vrednosti spremenljivk znotraj domene in običajno vsebuje
črtast vzorec zaradi obravnave vsake vrstice in stolpca posebej.
Diskretna kosinusna transformacija (Denis in sodelavci, 2002) omogoči periodičnost tako, da preslika polje preko x ali y osi in tako ustvari dvakrat večje
periodično polje. Fouriereva transformacija takega polja vsebuje samo kosinusne
člene, od tod ime metode.

Model ALADIN

8.2.2

Model ALADIN (Fischer in sodelavci, 2005) je nastal leta 1991 kot različica
spektralnega globalnega modela ARPEGE za omejeno območje. Uporablja in
razvija ga konzorcij držav iz Evrope in Severne Afrike, med katerimi je tudi
Slovenija. Analiza modelskih spektrov, ki je izvedena v tej disertaciji, temelji na
napovedih modela ALADIN/SI (različica CY35T1), ki je v operativni uporabi
na Uradu za meteorologijo Agencije za okolje. Ker je celotna priprava spektrov
računsko zelo zahtevna, je bila večina izračunov opravljena na superračunalniku
Agencije za okolje v sodelovanju s kolegi z agencije.
Ker je ALADIN spektralen model, je njegova računska domena sestavljena iz osrednjega območja, območja za sklapljanje in območja biperiodizacije. V območju
za sklapljanje se modelski izračun prilagodi robnim pogojem iz večjega modela
preko Daviesove relaksacijske sheme (Davies, 1976). Njegova širina običajno znaša
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devet mrežnih točk, širina območja biperiodizacije pa enajst točk. Domena je
postavljena nad osrednji del Evrope, njena velikost pa je 1930 km v zonalni in
1850 km v meridionalni smeri (slika 4). Razmik med mrežnimi točkami znaša
4.4 km, kar pomeni velikost mreže 439  421 točk. Na vzhodnem in severnem
robu domene je dodano območje biperiodizacije, tako da znaša končna velikost
matrike 450  432 mrežnih točk.

Slika 4: Računska domena modela ALADIN/SI s prikazom orografije. Črna črta označuje
mejo območja biperiodizacije.

Ločljivost v navpični smeri znaša 43 računskih nivojev, ki segajo do višine 5 hPa,
navpična koordinata pa je hibridna-η, ki pri dnu modela sledi reliefu, proti vrhu
atmosfere pa prehaja v pritiskovo koordinato. Zgornji robni pogoj je določen z
nično vertikalno hitrostjo. Časovni korak integracije znaša 180 s.
Periodizirana polja so pretvorjena v spektralni prostor preko Fouriereve transformacije. Maksimalni valovni števili sta Nk  225 v zonalni in Nl  216 v
meridionalni smeri. Model uporablja eliptično odsekanje za zagotavljanje uniformne horizontalne ločljivosti.Horizontalna difuzija je v ALADIN-u sestavljena
iz treh delov: semi-Lagrangeeve horizontalne difuzije (SLHD, Váňa in sodelavci,
2008), spektralne difuzije četrtega in spektralne difuzije šestega reda. Prva opisuje
učinke turbulence in molekularne disipacije podmrežnih procesov, druga skrbi za
dušenje pri najkrajših valovnih dolžinah, tretja pa omogoča naraščajočo difuzijo
proti vrhu domene in s tem preprečuje odboj valov od zgornjega roba.
Za izračun spektrov je uporabljeno povprečje šesturnih napovedi za julij 2007 z
vsakodnevnimi zagoni ob 6 in 18 UTC. Začetni pogoji so pridobljeni z dinamično
adaptacijo iz analiz ECMWF modela. Po interpolaciji polj na mrežo ALADIN
domene je izvedena inicializacija z digitalnim filtrom (Lynch in Huang, 1992).
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Izračun spektrov

8.2.3

Dinamična polja so v modelu shranjena v obliki koeficientov Fourierevega razvoja.
Kinetična energija (E) v valovnih komponentah k, l znaša
z
Ekl

 12 pûzkl ûzkl

z z
v̂kl
v̂kl q,

(1)

kjer z označuje vertikalno koordinato, ûzkl je koeficient Fourierevega razvoja in
 predstavlja konjugirano vrednost. Izračun vrtinčnosti (ζ) in divergence (δ) iz
komponent vetra je v spektralnem prostoru enostaven:
z
δ̂kl
 ikûzkl ilv̂klz
z
ζ̂kl
 ikv̂klz  ilûzkl ,

(2)
(3)

kinetično energijo pa lahko z uporabo teh dveh enačb izrazimo tudi v obliki
z z
δ̂kl
δ̂kl
.
(4)
2
l
Sestavna dela tega izraza sta kinetična energija divergentne in kinetična energija
rotacijske komponente toka:
z

z
Ekl

z



 21 ζ̂kl ζ̂klk2

z

z
EDIV,kl

z

EVz OR,kl

z



 21 kδ̂2kl δ̂kll2
z



 21 kζ̂2kl ζ̂kll2 .

(5)
(6)

Da izrazimo kinetično energijo v horizontalnem valovnem številu K (K 2  l2 k 2 ),
je potrebno sešteti Ekl preko pasov valovnih števil K  ∆K {2 ¤ K K ∆K {2,
kjer je K  2πn{Lx in n  1, 2, 3, ..., ∆K pa je razlika med dvema zaporednima
valovnima številoma.
Spektri kinetične energije v tem postopku vključujejo vrednosti iz območja
biperiodizacije. Pri predstavitvi rezultatov je ta oblika primerjana s spektri z
odstranjenim trendom, pri katerih so polja vrtinčnosti in divergence transformirana v fizični prostor, območje biperiodizacije je odstranjeno in periodizacija je
dosežena z odstranitvijo trenda.
Porazdelitev energije glede na horizontalno skalo lahko razen s spektri opazujemo
tudi s strukturnimi funkcijami. Izračun variance v tem primeru temelji na
povprečni razliki vrednosti dveh mrežnih točk v fizičnem prostoru:
DLL psq  hrvL pxq  vL px sqs2 i
DN N psq  hrvN pxq  vN px sqs2 i.

(7)
(8)

Tu vL pxq in vN pxq predstavljata hitrostni komponenti vzporedno in pravokotno
na vektor premika s, hi pa označuje povprečje preko celotnega niza podatkov.
Prednost te metode napram spektrom je njena izvedba v fizičnem prostoru, s
čimer se izogne problemu periodizacije in vplivu tega procesa na obliko spektrov.
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8.3 Spektri kinetične energije v modelu ALADIN
Spektri z metodo odstranitve trenda
Ujemanje spektra kinetične energije modela ALADIN z letalskimi meritvami na
skalah, večjih od 30 km, kaže, da model dobro opiše energijo, zajeto v mezoskalnih
procesih (slika 5). Mesto odklona modelskega spektra od opazovanj označuje
efektivno ločljivost modela, ki znaša 6 do 7∆x. Izrazit padec energije pri 3∆x je
povezan z ločljivostjo orografije. Če kinetično energijo razdelimo med rotacijsko in
divergentno komponento toka, se kot najizrazitejša razlika pokaže manjši naklon
divergentne komponente toka. Če spektre med 150 in 30 km opišemo s premico,
ima ta za divergentno komponento naklon 1.8, za rotacijsko komponento 2.0,
naklon celotne kinetične energije pa znaša 1.9, kar je nekoliko bolj strmo od
.
vrednosti 5{3  1.7 iz letalskih meritev.
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Slika 5: Povprečni spektri kinetične energije na modelskih nivojih med 9 in 11 km.
VOR označuje spekter rotacijske komponente toka (modra črta), DIV označuje spekter
divergentne komponente toka (rdeča črta), VOR+DIV označuje spekter skupne kinetične
energije, ki je vsota rotacijske in divergentne komponente (črna črta), U+V pa označuje
spekter skupne kinetične energije, ki je izračunana iz komponent hitrosti vetra (zelena
črta). Črna črtkana črta označuje funkcijo, ki jo opisuje enačba 71 v članku Lindborg
(1999) in se prilega spektru letalskih meritev. Navpična siva črta označuje 3∆x, črni
pikčasti črti pa imata naklon K 3 in K 5{3 .

Naklon modelskih spektrov se bližje tlom zmanjšuje, kot prikazuje slika 6 levo.
Da bi pokazali, da gre pri manjšanju naklonov za vpliv siljenja tal, smo izvedli
dodaten eksperiment z ravno orografijo, v katerem so bile ohranjene vse nastavitve
razen oblike reliefa, ki je bila postavljena na nič. V tem eksperimentu ni prisoten
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padec energije pri 3∆x, nakloni pa so precej bolj strmi. Naklon spektra kinetične
energije med 150 in 30 km znaša 2.9 tako v planetarni mejni plasti kot v prosti
troposferi, medtem ko znaša naklon v eksperimentu z realistično orografijo 1.8
v prosti troposferi in 1.5 v planetarni mejni plasti. Brez orografije je tudi
razlika v amplitudah med rotacijsko in divergentno komponento na krajših skalah
planetarne mejne plasti zmanjšana. Siljenje tal ima torej močan vpliv na modelske
spektre, tako na njihove naklone kot na prispevek divergentne komponente na
krajših skalah.
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Slika 6: Levo: Nakloni spektrov rotacijske (modra črta) in divergentne komponente
(rdeča črta) ter skupne kinetične energije (črna črta) v odvisnosti od višine. Nakloni so
izračunani za območje med 150 in 30 km. Navpična siva črta označuje 5{3. Desno:
Vertikalni potek skale (λ ), na kateri postane kinetična energija divergentne komponente
toka večja od energije v rotacijski komponenti toka.

Tudi skala, na kateri postane divergentna komponenta večja od rotacijske, kaže
odvisnost od višine oziroma modelskega nivoja (slika 6 desno). V planetarni
mejni plasti se prehod zgodi pri približno 50 km, v stratosferi pa že pri približno
300 km. Rotacijska komponenta je v dveh plasteh troposfere, pri 450 in pri
900 hPa, prevladujoče vse do skale 30 km. Skala prehoda izrazito naraste od 400
proti 200 hPa, nato pa je z višino približno konstantna. Rezultat je podoben kot
v študiji Burgess in sodelavci (2013) kljub temu, da obravnavajo globalne spektre.
Delež kinetične energije, ki pripada divergentni komponenti toka, je prikazan na
sliki 7 za vsak modelski nivo posebej. Delež se močno spreminja tako v odvisnosti
od horizontalne skale kot od višine. V vseh plasteh narašča proti krajšim valovnim
številom, njegova vertikalna porazdelitev pa je bolj kompleksna. Blizu tlom delež
divergentne komponente v horizontalni smeri naraste do približno 80%, v prosti
troposferi do 70%, v stratosferi pa doseže maksimum z več kot 90%. Stratosferski
maksimum se ujema s študijami spektrov globalnih modelov, ki kažejo, da v
stratosferi prevladuje energija divergentnega toka (na primer Koshyk in Hamilton,
2001, Burgess in sodelavci, 2013). Če povprečimo deleže divergentne komponente
v kinetični energiji preko vseh valovnih števil pod 300 km, znaša njen prispevek tik
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nad površjem slabih 70%, nato se zmanjša na približno 50% v prosti troposferi, v
stratosferi pa ponovno narase na 70%. Med 50 hPa in modelskim vrhom prispevek
pade proti nič.
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Slika 7: Porazdelitev kinetične energije divergentne komponente toka glede na višino in
horizontalno skalo. Prikazan je delež energije divergentne komponente toka v skupni
kinetični energiji na vsakem modelskem nivoju posebej. Razmak na barvni lestvici
znaša 0.05 (5%).

Da bi preverili občutljivost rezultatov slike 7 na modelske nastavitve, smo enak
izračun opravili še za druge operativne različice modela ALADIN: slovenski
ALADIN s 3D-Var asimilacijo podatkov in ločljivostjo 4.4 km, slovenski ALADIN
s starejšo nastavitvijo SLHD sheme in ločljivostjo 9 km, madžarski ALADIN
samo s spektralno difuzijo (brez SLHD) in ločljivostjo 8 km ter češki ALADIN z
izrazito večjim številom vertikalnih nivojev (87), modelskim vrhom na 0.8 hPa
in posebnim načinom priprave začetnih pogojev (ang. blending). Primerjava
različic kaže, da rezultat ni bistveno odvisen od načina priprave začetnih pogojev
in tudi ne od globalnega modela, v katerega je ALADIN gnezden. Enako lahko
rečemo za število modelskih nivojev in višino modelskega vrha. Glavni učinek
povzročita horizontalna ločljivost in difuzija. Glavne lastnosti slike 7 se ohranijo
v vseh različicah (naraščajoč delež kinetične energije divergentne komponente
toka, maksimalne vrednosti pri tleh in v stratosferi), razlike pa se pojavijo na
skalah pod 60 km, kjer močnejše dušenje zmanjša delež divergentne komponente.
Podobno primerjavo smo opravili še za modela HARMONIE in HIRLAM, ki sta
tudi pokazala podobne lastnosti.
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Spektri z metodo območja biperiodizacije

8.3.2

Če spektre kinetične energije izračunamo s pomočjo območja biperiodizacije, so
rezultati v planetarni mejni plasti in v prosti troposferi precej podobni, pozornost
pa vzbudi nenavadna oblika spektra rotacijske komponente v stratosferi, ki vpliva
tudi na obliko spektra celotne kinetične energije. Nad skalo približno 40 km
amplituda spektra rotacijske komponente naraste, kar povzroči, da se spektra
rotacijske in divergentne komponente sekata pri približno 80 km in ne pri 300 km,
kot pri metodi odstranitve trenda.
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Slika 8: Primerjava spektrov rotacijske in divergentne komponente toka med eksperimentom z območjem biperiodizacije širine 25 točk in osnovnim eksperimentom s širino
območja biperiodizacije 11 točk. Prikazani so povprečni spektri v stratosferi, v prosti
troposferi in v planetarni mejni plasti.

Zaradi te nepričakovane oblike smo izvedli dodaten eksperiment, v katerem je
širina območja biperiodizacije znašala 25 točk. Primerjava teh spektrov s spektri
z običajno širino območja biperiodizacije je prikazana na sliki 8. Mesto grbe
v spektru se pri širšem območju biperiodizacije pomakne proti višjim skalam,
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Slika 9: Levo: Kot na sliki 7, a za spektre z metodo območja biperiodizacije. Desno:
Vertikalni potek povprečnega deleža energije divergentne komponente toka v skupni
kinetični energiji za metodo odstranitve trenda (DETREND) in za metodo območja
biperiodizacije (ALADIN SMOOTH). Povprečje je izračunano preko vseh valovnih števil
pod 300 km.

na približno 85 km. Odstopanje med spektri je predvsem očitno za rotacijsko
komponento v stratosferi, proti tlom se razlika zmanjšuje. Iz tega lahko sklepamo,
da je pri večjih količinah energije v fizičnem prostoru na mezoskali učinek manj
opazen.
Če primerjamo porazdelitev deleža divergentnega toka v skupni kinetični energiji
za obe metodi periodizacije, pridemo do podobnega sklepa, da je učinek predvsem
viden v stratosferi, proti tlom pa se porazgubi (slika 9 levo). Če torej povprečimo
delež divergentne komponente preko vseh valovnih števil pod 300 km, so razlike
med metodama minimalne (slika 9 desno).

8.4 Vpliv metod za periodizacijo na spektre energije
Zaradi opaženega vpliva metod periodizacije polj na spektre kinetične energije
smo izvedli dodatno raziskavo, ki proučuje učinke teh metod v idealiziranem
okolju. Polja so umetno ustvarjena v spektralnem prostoru tako, da njihov
spekter znaša K 5{3 , njihova velikost pa je 432  432 mrežnih točk. Nato so z
inverzno Fourierevo transformacijo preslikana v fizični prostor, periodizirana in s
Fourierevo transformacijo preslikana nazaj v spektralni prostor. Odstopanje spektrov periodziranih polj od predpisanega spektra tako opisuje učinek posamezne
metode za periodizacijo na spektre energije. Idejo za ta eksperiment in ogrodje
programa je prispeval Nils Gustafsson. Postopek je izveden za metode HIRLAM,
ALADIN, ALADIN z glajenjem (ALADIN SMOOTH), Boydovo metodo, metodo
odstranitve trenda in diskretno kosinusno transformacijo. Način, kako te metode
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periodizirajo dvodimenzionalna polja, je prikazan na slikah 2 in 3.
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Slika 10: Spektri kinetične energije za vse obravnavane metode. Za metode HIRLAM,
ALADIN, ALADIN SMOOTH in Boydovo metodo so prikazani rezultati z dvema
širinama območja biperiodizacije: ožja zajema 18 točk (levo), širša pa 48 točk (desno).

Rezultati kažejo na velike razlike med obravnavanimi metodami (slika 10). Spektri
Boydove metode, metode odstranitve trenda in diskretne kosinusne transformacije
so zelo blizu predpisanemu spektru, pri metodah ALADIN, ALADIN SMOOTH in
HIRLAM pa so opazna odstopanja, ki so večja pri širšem območju biperiodizacije.
Pri vseh treh metodah se pojavi grba, katere lokacija je povezana s širino območja
biperiodizacije, metodi ALADIN in HIRLAM pa imata dodano energijo tudi proti
krajšim skalam, medtem ko glajenje v ALADIN SMOOTH to energijo odstrani.

Slika 11: Povprečni enodimenzionalni spektri, ki v celoti ležijo v območju biperiodizacije
(OB, polne črte) in spektri, ki imajo v območju biperiodizacije samo končnih nekaj točk
(FP, črtkane črte), za metode HIRLAM, ALADIN in ALADIN SMOOTH.
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Razloge za tako obliko deformacije spektra pojasnjuje slika 11. Na njej so prikazani
enodimenzionalni spektri, in sicer povprečje spektrov tistih vrstic, ki v celoti
ležijo v območju periodizacije, in tistih vrstic, ki imajo v območju biperiodizacije
samo končnih nekaj točk. Pri slednjih poleg fizičnega polja zajamemo le zlepek,
ki periodizira vrstico. Zlepki imajo oblike od skoraj ravne črte pa do celega vala.
Zato se preslikajo le na skale, ki so enako velike ali večje od območja biperiodizacije,
kar je lepo vidno na sliki. Glajenje zmanjša amplitudo dodane energije, tako
da je v metodi ALADIN SMOOTH učinek na spekter minimalen. Povprečje
spektrov, ki v celoti ležijo v območju biperiodizacije, pa kaže večja odstopanja.
Ti spektri ne opisujejo zlepkov, ampak šum, ki nastane zaradi obravnave polj
po posameznih vrsticah/stolpcih, in območje v zgornjem desnem kotu polja, ki
vsebuje maksimalne vrednosti. Prvi vir se odraža na krajših skalah, drugi pa na
daljših (grba). Glajenje v tem primeru odstrani le prvi vir, na drugega pa skoraj
nima vpliva.
Iz teh rezultatov lahko zaključimo, da so metode HIRLAM, ALADIN in ALADIN
SMOOTH manj primerne za izračun spektrov kinetične energije. Pri njihovi
uporabi je zaželeno čim ožje območje biperiodizacije, spektri pa niso primerni za
primerjavo s spektri opazovanj ali za analizo naklonov. Spektri ostalih metod se
dobro ujemajo s predpisanim spektrom.

8.5 Spektri energije med procesom prilagajanja
V prvih urah napovedi se začetni pogoji prilagodijo modelskim enačbam (ang.
spin-up process). Neskladja izvirajo iz fizikalnih parametrizacij in iz začetnih
pogojev, pri modelih za omejeno območje, ki pridobi začetne pogoje z dinamično
adaptacijo, pa še iz različnih ločljivosti globalnega in regionalnega modela. Čas
trajanja in intenziteta procesa sta pomembna za kvaliteto napovedi v prvih urah
integracije.
Opazovanje procesa prilagajanja s pomočjo modelskih spektrov pokaže, da je ta
v modelu ALADIN močno odvisen od višine (slika 12). Razlike v poteku procesa
v spektru rotacijske in spektru divergentne komponente so opazne v stratosferi,
kjer je proces precej bolj izrazit v divergentnem toku, in v planetarni mejni plasti,
kjer je dobro opazna razlika v hitrosti procesa. Divergentna komponenta toka se
hitreje prilagaja zahtevanim spremembam.
Model doda največ energije v plasteh blizu tlom, z višino pa vse manj. Iz tega
lahko sklepamo, da je orografija glavni dejavnik v procesu prilagajanja. To
dodatno potrdi eksperiment z ravno orografijo, pri katerem ni opaziti razlike v
poteku prilagajanja med spektri rotacijske in spektri divergentne komponente
toka. Trajanje procesa prilagajanja je odvisno od razlike med ločljivostma
globalnega in regionalnega modela. V opisanem primeru, kjer znaša kvocient med
ločljivostma približno 15 do 20, je proces zaključen v obravnavanih šestih urah,
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v primeru operativne nastavitve, kjer je model gnezden v modelu ARPEGE z
10 km ločljivostjo (kvocient približno 2), pa je proces zaključen že po dveh urah.
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Slika 12: Povprečni spektri kinetične energije rotacijske in divergentne komponente
toka v stratosferi, v prosti troposferi in v planetarni mejni plasti v prvih šestih urah
integracije.
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8.6 Zaključki
Struktura spektrov numeričnega modela nosi v sebi informacijo o dinamičnih
in fizikalnih lastnostih modela, o vključenih meritvah in dinamiki asimilacije
podatkov. Razdelitev spektrov kinetične energije na dela, povezana z rotacijsko
in divergentno komponento toka, omogoča boljše razumevanje teh lastnosti, saj se
ti dve komponenti približno ustrezata ravnovesnim in neravnovesnim (inercijskotežnostnim) gibanjem v atmosferi. Nepopolno razumevanje vloge slednjih v
mezoskalnih procesih je motiviralo nastanek te raziskave.
V disertaciji so predstavljeni spektri rotacijske in divergentne komponente toka v
modelu za omejeno območje z visoko ločljivostjo. Analiza je opravljena na enomesečnem povprečju spektrov modela ALADIN/SI s horizontalno ločljivostjo 4.4 km.
Ker je izračun spektrov nad omejenim območjem otežen zaradi neperiodičnosti
polj, so predstavljeni rezultati dveh različnih metod: z območjem biperiodizacije
in z odstranitvijo trenda.
Rezultati z odstranitvijo trenda kažejo, da je spekter na skalah pod 100 km v
večini troposfere dobro opisan z naklonom K 5{3 . V planetarni mejni plasti se
naklon zmanjša, kar prikazuje vpliv orografije na atmosferske spektre.
V povprečju preko vseh valovnih števil na skalah pod 300 km znaša delež energije
divergentne komponente toka v prosti troposferi približno 50%. Ta delež naraste
proti 70% blizu tal in v zgornji troposferi proti višini 100 hPa. V dveh plasteh,
na približno 900 hPa in med 500 in 400 hPa, rotacijska komponenta prevladuje
na vseh skalah, večjih od efektivne ločljivosti modela. Ta znaša približno 6∆x.
Spektri divergentne komponente toka imajo na vseh modelskih nivojih manjši
naklon od spektrov rotacijske komponente.
Največji delež kinetične energije divergentne komponente toka najdemo v stratosferskih plasteh na približno 100 hPa pri skalah, manjših od 100 km, ki jih globalni
modeli zaenkrat še ne zajamejo dobro. Podobno porazdelitev kažejo tudi druge
različice modela ALADIN ter modela HARMONIE in HIRLAM.
Čeprav je porazdelitev deležev energije divergentne komponente toka pri obeh
metodah periodizacije zelo podobna, pa se precejšnje odstopanje pokaže v obliki
spektrov, pridobljenih z metodo območja biperiodizacije. To je najbolj vidno v
stratosferi, mesto deformacije pa sovpada s širino območja biperiodizacije.
Te ugotovitve so motivirale dodatno raziskavo v idealiziranem okolju, v katerem je
spekter generiranih polj vnaprej predpisan. Učinek različnih metod periodizacije
je tako viden kot odstopanje spektra od predpisane vrednosti. Obravnavane
so metode HIRLAM in ALADIN (slednja z in brez glajenja), Boydova metoda,
metoda odstranitve trenda in diskretna kosinusna transformacija. Rezultati kažejo
na močan vpliv metod HIRLAM in ALADIN na obliko spektra, pri čemer večina
dodane energije izvira iz zgornjega desnega roba domene, dodatno pa k temu
prispevata še način periodizacije posameznega niza in obdelava dvodimenzionalnih
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polj ločeno po vrsticah in stolpcih. Čeprav glajenje ublaži slednji razlog, se nakloni
končnih spektrov še vedno ne ujemajo dobro s predpisano obliko. Zato metodi
HIRLAM in ALADIN nista primerni za opazovanja naklonov spektrov ali za
primerjavo modela z opazovanji, preostale metode pa se dobro ujemajo s teoretično
pričakovanimi rezultati.
Nazadnje ta disertacija obravnava še proces spin-up v spektrih kinetične energije
rotacijske in divergentne komponente toka v prvih urah modelske integracije.
Prilagajanje se hitreje odvija v poljih divergence, za kar je najverjetnejši razlog
večja hitrost širjenja inercijsko-težnostnih valov. Ti se pojavijo zaradi neujemanja
začetnih pogojev z modelskimi enačbami. V teh poljih je tudi količina dodane
energije večja, največje spremembe pa se pojavijo tik ob tleh zaradi vpliva
orografije.
Ker je divergenca pomembna spremenljivka v procesu asimilacije podatkov na
mezoskali, bo nadaljnja raziskava obravnavala razmerja med rotacijsko in divergentno komponento toka v poljih napake napovedi. Zaenkrat je privzeto, da
napaka napovedi linearno narašča, kar je sicer dober približek na sinoptičnih
skalah, ne drži pa nujno tudi za mezoskalne procese. Cilj raziskave je identifikacija
morebitnih razlik v rasti napak v poljih vrtinčnosti in divergence ter primerjava
spektrov napak z osnovnimi spektri, predstavljenimi v tej disertaciji.
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